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ABSTRACT 
An optimal decision model of crop production, trade and storage has 
been developed for use in estimating the economic consequences of improved 
forecasts and estimates of worldwide crop production. The model extends 
earlier ECON IIdistribution benefits ll models to include IIproduction effects" 
as well. Application to improved information systems meeting the goals set 
in the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) indicates annual benefits 
to the United States of $200 to $250 million for wheat, $50 to $100 million 
for corn, and $6 to $11 million for soybeans, using conservative assumptions 
on expected LANDSAT system performance 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background of Study 
This report represents a culmination of several years of work at ECON, 
Inc. in the area of economic benefits of improved information on agricultural 
crops. Previous ECON work is documented in References 1 through 8. In these 
reports, ECON has pursued two separate lines of study of the problem. One 
line is primarily descriptive, involving the analysis of various time series 
of agricultural statistics, and using econometric techniques to determine 
the behavioral relationships between forecast accuracies on the one hand and 
prices, production, exports, and stocks on the other hand. With this approach, 
conclusions are obtained on the impact of improved information on the operation 
of the commodity markets, and straightforward economic analysis is then 
applied to estimate benefits to the United States . 
. The second line of study is partly normative. Rather than simply observing 
-how commodity markets have operated under past conditions, one assumes that 
decisions under any conditions of information are made in accordance with 
economic objectives. Thus, one builds a mathematical model of decision 
making to describe the response of production, stocks, and exports to infor-
mation and changes in information. Using standard economic models of demand 
and supply, calibrated to historical data, one than translates these responses 
into economic benefits to various market agents in the United States and 
elsewhere. In previous reports [1, 2, 3 and 6], ECON has studied distribution 
benefits of improved information in this way. The benefits estimated have 
been based on more efficient spatial and temporal distribution of agricultural 
commodities, on the assumption that the quantities produced are unchanged under 
the conditions of improved information. 
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In the present report, we present q study of production and distribution 
benefits of improved information, using an extension of the distribution 
benefits model presented in References land 2. The model describes crop pro-
duction and distribution at a high leyel of aggregation. The trading units 
are the United States and the aggregated rest of the world. Trade among 
the various regions making up the rest of the world is not considered. 
1.2 General Assumptions and Method 
The model is applied in this study to wheat, corn and soybeans, analyzing 
information improvements expected from the use of LANDSAT. We assume that 
LANDSAT will be only part of an information system which prepares regular fore-
casts and estimates and makes them public simultaneously in all regions. 
This is a most realistic assumption; . Crop information cannot be re-
stricted lito the United States only." For U.S. farmers, traders and consumers 
to make best use of crop information means--ipse facto--making it public. 
What some may mean by restricting global crop information lito the United 
States only" is to restrict such knowledge to a few government officials, 
a most difficult and probably wasteful task, given the subject matter. 
Two principles are used in evaluating such information: first, that 
it will be available to all agents including consumers: producers and traders 
in free competitive markets; and second, that the economic value of a 
* commodity is measured by the willingness of consumers to pay for it. 
In the mathematical model, the global process of crop production and 
distribution is viewed as a control process, in which rates of consumption, 
* For an analytically thorough statement of the economic value measures 
used in this report see D. F. Bradford and H. H. Kelejian [6J to be 
published in the Review of Economics and Statistics. 
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planting and exports are control variables, and estimates of supply in the 
two producing units are state variables. Analysis of this control process 
is accomplished through the methodology of dynamic programming. In dynamic 
programming, solution of a functional equation called the optimality princi-
ple leads to an explicit statement of optimal decision or control policy, 
together with the value function, which gives the economic value obtained by 
use of the optimal decision policy. The model determines the value of 
improved information by comparing the value functions obtained through 
dynamic programming for the alternative information systems. 
1.3 Overview of the Decision Model 
1.3.1 The System to be Modeled 
Our model is an idealized description of the process by which successive 
annual crops of varying sizes are produced throughout the world and then 
distributed to consumers at different times and places. Thus, we are modeling 
the activities of crop production, inventory management, and international 
trade. The various market agents performing these activities can be classed 
as farmers or producers, speculators, inventory holders, exporters, importers, 
and so on. Our model describes the decision making of these agents and its 
consequences over an extended time period. 
1.3.2 Dynamic Control Process 
A basic feature of our model is that it is dynamic; that is, that it 
explicitly treats changes of its fundamental variables through time. In fact, 
it has been found important for the problems under study to model an extended 
time period of many years, and to build a formal structure that leads to 
practical calculations for any time horizon. This has been accomplished in 
the present work, which incorporates an infinite time horizon. 
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A fundamental simplifying principle used in this model is that all 
decisions are made through the operation of a free market, so that production, 
exports, and inventories take on levels permitting no further investments or 
transactions producing a positive mean present value. This assumption is 
made for the current as well as the improved crop information systems. The 
exclusion of such arbitrage opportunities amounts to the exclusion of oppor-
tunities for increasing the sum of mean economic value to all market agents. 
Thus, the free market assumption implies that the aggregate decisions are 
optimal in the sense of maximizing this sum of mean economic value. Because 
these aggregate production, trade and inventory holding decisions are optimal, 
we need not model the decision making of the individual market agents such 
as farmers and exporters. Instead, we model the system as if each consuming 
and producing unit were controlled by one rational individual, consciously 
'* seeking the maximization of total mean economic value. 
Though we do not model the decision making of individual market agents, 
we do model the economic consequences of these decisions to the various 
classes of market agents. For instance, we determine such quantities as 
total U.S. exports, total costs incurred by producers, net revenues to 
traders, etc. 
Our model takes the form of a dynamic control process. The system 
of production, distribution, information use, and consumption is described by 
time-dependent state variables, control or decision variables, and a state 
transformation. An overview of this model is given in Figure 1.1. 
* This is a generally valid insight for competitive market economies, 
equivalent to complete information in centrally planned economies. 
For an overview on this issue see Kenneth Arrow "Limited Knowledge and 
Economic Analysis" [9J. 
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The block at the bottom of .this diagram describes the production and 
distribution system itself, which is partially controlled by the decision 
variables: planting, exports, and consumption. The state of this system 
at any time is the supply (stocks and growing crop), which is represented 
as the output arrow left of the block. The control of the system is only 
partia1~ since yield is uncertain. Consequently, the state of the system is 
uncertain; it (supply) is not automatically known. The information system, 
diagrammed at the left of the figure, produces supply estimates. These supply 
estimates at any given time form the state variables of the model. Decisions 
are made in the light of the supply estimates coming from the information 
system, and the economic data evident in the commodities markets. In parti-
cular, the value produced by making one decision or another can be determined 
from the elasticities of production, demand and transportation, and the 
interest rate (for determining cost of storage). This economic value calcu-
lation is both a part of the decision or control process, and the source of 
the basic output of the model, shown as the output arrow of the rightmost 
block in Figure 1.1. 
1.4 Organization of Report 
A statistical characterization of information systems is used in Chap-
ter 2 to generate inputs to the model. Chapters 3 and 4 present the mathema-
tical details of the optimal decision model. In Chapter 3, it is presented 
in a simplified form, treating only one producing unit rather than two. The 
structure and results of this simplified version are of some interest in their 
own right, but this chapter is included primarily to facilitate the reader's 
understanding of the model. The methods of reasoning and calculating are 
not difficult, but they are perhaps somewhat unfamiliar to those who have 
7 
not worked extensively with dynamic programming. Chapter 4 presents all of 
the modeling concepts and computational tools used in the full model, but 
with a minimum of complexity. Illustrative results are also included. 
Chapter 5 contains the results of applying the model to the problem of 
estimating potential LANDSAT benefits associated with production information 
on wheat, corn and soybeans. The calculations were performed using a program 
written'in APL and run on the IBM 370 at Princeton University and the Amdahl 
470 at Scientific Time Sharing Company. 
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2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
In order to determine the numerical value of specific improvements in 
worldwide crop production information, we need numerical descriptions of 
both the current estimating and forecasting capability and the specific 
improved capability under analysis. Our numerical description of the current 
capability is based on a statistical analysis of published estimates and 
forecasts over the past 14 years. Our numerical description of the improved 
capability is in the form of accuracy projections. That is, we hypothesize 
the achievement of specific accuracy goals at specific times of year for esti-
mates of United States and worldwide crop production. At the time of this 
writing, these accuracy projections are essentially targets which various 
researchers might consider adopting in their system design (LACIE). When 
different estimates of expected system performance are available from these 
researchers, the model described here will be able to determine the economic 
benefits associated with those estimates. 
2.1 Statistical Method 
To construct a statistical description of the performance of an existing 
crop production information system, we begin with a table of published fore-
casts. In Tables 2.1 and 2.2 are given 14 years of monthly wheat production 
estimates for the United States and for the aggregated rest of the world 
respectively. The sources of these data are discussed in Appendix A2. 
As in the case of improved information, only public information is in-
cluded in the assessment of the current information system. The best avail-
able sources of such information were used. Foremost among these are the 
Table 2.] l! . S . All Wheat Production Estimates. 
june, August, October. DEcember, and 
Final, millions of bushels 
Yea.r June 1 August 1 October 1 December 1 Final 
1961 1343 1204 1211 1235 1232 
1962 1058 1063 1095 1092 1092 
1963 1084 1151 1133 1137 1147 
1964 1213 1285 1286 1290 1283 
1965 1283 1376 1354 1327 1316 
1966 1235 1286 1296 1311 1305 
1967 1550 1511 1554 1524 1508 
1968 - 1606 1598 1570 1557 
1969 - 1459 1456 1459 1443 
1970 - 1357 1360 1378 1352 
1971 - 1601 1628 1640 1618 
1972 - 1543 1559 1545 1545 
1973 - 1717 1727 1711 1705 
1974 - 1840 1781 1793 1796 
<.0 
Source: Statistical Reporting Service (USDA) Summarizations of Crop Production. See Appendix A2. 
-_._--
--- -
Year 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
June 
178.75 
183.76 
182.90 
192.19 
189.05 
195.91 
199.34 
210.64 
218.65 
242.81 
235.52 
250.82 
253.68 
Table 2.2 Aggregate Rest of the World Wheat 
Production Estimates, June, August. 
October, December, February, and 
Final, millions of metric tons 
August 
178.75 
185.04 
188.47 
192.62 
190.91 
201.20 
199.77 
215.93 
218.65 
242.81 
235.52 
250.82 
254.11 
October 
178.75 
172.74 
202.35 
201.63 
193.77 
208.49 
208.35 
215.07 
227.37 
243.39 
227.66 
260.26 
264.69 
December 
178.75 
172.74 
202.06 
200.63 
193.77 
207.21 
208.64 
231.66 
231.37 
245.96 
243.39 
259.12 
265.12 
February 
177.32 
172.74 
204.06 
205.92 
201.20 
204.78 
209.78 
228.09 
230.80 
246.25 
240.24 
257.54 
270.27 
Source: ECON calculation based on Grain Bulletin data: See Appendix A3. 
Final 
143.30 
153.15 
184.18 
165.02 
194.48 
177.03 
231.23 
201.77 
237.67 
215.22 
224.37 
245.67 
255.68 
.....J 
a 
Grain Bulletin of the Commonwe~lth Secreta.ri~t in London, U.K., and 
publications by the Foreign Agriculture Service of the USDA. 
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Tables such as 2.1 and 2.2 provide a matrix of estimates which we can 
denote F = {Fij }. In our applications, F is a 13 x 6 matrix, but in the 
following discussion, we will leave the shape general, so F is assumed to 
have m rows and n columns. As is clear from Tables 2.1 and 2.2, the wheat 
production system has been growing, so that the numbers in the bottom rows 
of F are considerably larger than in the top of F. Since we want to use all 
of F in the statistical analysis, but apply the results to a future time 
(when LANDSAT is operational), some kind of normalization is required. Most 
likely, the wheat production system will continue to grow in the future, but 
it is difficult to predict whether the growth rate will be as great as in 
the recent past. We take a conservative position in this "study~ by assuming 
the system will operate in a steady state, at a scale corresponding to the 
present time. Thus, we begin by normalizing the tables, dividing each 
estimate by the final estimate for its crop year."" Algebraically, we replace 
F with 
where 
N = {N .. }, 
1J 
F .. 
N .. = F1J 
1 J . 1m 
i=l, ... ,m, j=l, ... ,n. 
Tables 2.3 and 2.4 give these normalized estimates. We will determine mean 
squared errors in this dimensionless form. and then multiply them by the 
squares of the current typical United States and rest of the world annual 
wheat production figures. which are approximately 50 million metric tons and 
300 million metric tons respectively. 
Table 2.3 Normalized U.S. Wheat Production Estimates 
Year June August October December Final 
1961 1. 090 0.977 0.983 1.002 1 
1962 0.069 0.973 1. 003 1 1 
1963 0.945 1. 003 0.988 0.991 1 
1964 0.945 1.002 1. 002 1.005 1 
1965 0.975 . 1. 046 1. 029 1. 008 1 
1966 0.946 0.985 0.993 1. 005 1 
1967 1.028 1.002 1.030 1. 011 1 
1968 - - 1. 031 1. 026 1. 008 1 
1969 
- - 1. 011 1. 009 1. 011 1 
1970 
- - 1.004 1.006 1. 020 1 
1971 
- - 0.989 1.006 1. 014 1 
1972 
- - 0.999 1. 009 1 1 
1973 
- -
1. 007 1. 013 1.003 1 
1974 
- -
1. 024 0.992 0.998 1 
N 
Source: ECON, Inc. 
~-.--
Table 2.4 
Year June August 
1961 1. 166 1. 166 
1962 1. 120 1. 208 
1963 0.993 1. 023 
1964 1. 165 1. 167 
1965 0.972 0.982 
1966 1. 107 1. 137 
1967 0.862 0.864 
1968 1.044 1. 070 
1969 0.920 0.920 
1970 1.128 1.128 
1971 1.050 1. 050 
1972 1.021 1.021 
1973 0.992 0.994 
1974 0.920 0.920 
Source: ECON, Inc. 
Normalized Rest of the World 
Wheat Production Estimates 
October December February 
1. 166 1.166 1. 157 
1.128 1. 128 1. 128 
1.098 1. 097 1.108 
1. 222 1. 216 1. 248 
0.996 0.996 1. 035 
1. 178 1.170 1.157 
0.901 0.902 0.907 
1.066 1.148 1.130 
0.957 0.973 0.971 
1.130 1.143 1.144 
1. 015 1. 085 1.048 
1. 060 1. 055 1. 048 
1. 035 1.037 1. 057 
0.911 0.975 0.976 
Final 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
~--------
I 
I 
.-0 
W 
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Calculating from the data in Tables 2.3 and 2.4, we find that the vari-
ance of the first, or June, estimate is 6.39 (million tons)2 in the United 
States and 895 (million tons)2 in the rest of the world. The root mean 
squared "errors" of the various estimates are as shown in Table 2.5. These 
are based on the assumption that the final estimates are correct. In fact, 
we must assume that some residual error is present in these final estimates. 
In the rest of of the world, the residual error is probably substantial; 
* while in the United States, it might be quite small. 
The error in the published United States forecasts decrease through the 
crop year, while those in the rest of the world remain essentially constant. 
According to Table 2.5, the errors in the rest of the world actually increase 
slightly over time through the crop year. Although this increase is a property 
of the published data, it can not be a property of the information used for 
rational judgements in the commodity markets. If the estimates published in 
June are known to be superior to those published later (on the average), the 
later ones will be ignored. Thus, we take the error of the June estimate 
(10.69 percent) as holding throughout the crop year, until the beginning of 
the final period (April), at which time we assume the market acts as if the 
true production is known. This assumption favors the stated performance of 
the current crop information system. 
* In the United States the Bureau of the Census makes every five years 
an independent estimate of United States crops. These estimates differ 
from USDA final estimates (one year after preliminary final estimates) 
often by several percentage points for most crops. Definitions, samples 
and measures used differ in the two cases, as one would expect. This 
goes to show that even for the United States, it is difficult to deter-
mine precisely the performance of the current crop information system. 
In the interest of a conservative assessment, USDA final estimates are 
assumed in this study to be error free. 
Table 2.5 Error Statistics on Published Wheat Production 
Estimates 
United States Rest of World 
% r'1i11ions % ~1il1 ions 
of Tons of Tons 
June Estimate--
Year-to-Year 
Variation 
Standard 
Deviation 5.06 2.53 9.97 29.91 
Root Mean Squared 
Errors (Forecast 
Minus Final) 
June 5.26 2.63 10.69 32.07 
August 1. 97 .985 11. 15 33.45 
October 1 .57 .785 11 .35 34.05 
December 0.88 .44 11 .76 35.28 
February -- -- 11.90 35.7 
Source: ECON, Inc. 
15 
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For our benefits analysis, the useful form of the description of in-
2 formation system performance is the sequence, 0. , of variance of month-to-
J 
month changes in annual production estimate. We form the successive differ-
ences 
2 
oJ' = V. 1 - V. J- J 
where Vj is the mean squared error in the monthly estimates. The first 
OJ 2, corresponding to June, is the variance of the June estimate itself, not 
of its error. Thus, the sum of the six 0.2,s represents the ~ priori 
J 
variance of the annual wheat production, while the sum 
E j>J ° 
2 
j 
represents the remaining variance after obtaining information at time J. 
Table 2.6 giv~s the mean squared errors (V.) and the difference vari-
J 
ances (Oj2) for the United States and the rest of the world. 
2.2 Improved (LACIE) Crop Information Systems 
The LACIE 90/90 goal can be interpreted as the achievement of estimates 
of wheat production at harvest with standard error 6 percent. Since the 
system can be expected to produce steady improvements in accuracy through 
the entire worldwide growing and harvest period, we use a linear decline 
model for the progression of mean squared error over time. Improvements 
begin for the rest of the world with the June 1 forecast. The next estimate, 
August 1, has standard error 6 percent, and improvements continue period by 
peri~d until the true production is discovered April 1, the beginning of 
the final period. Figure 2.1 gives a graph of our assumptions on mean squared 
error for three cases--6 percent at August 1, 3 percent at August 1, and 
9 percent at August 1. We view the 6 percent case as roughly equivalent to 
Table 2.6 Forecast Difference Variances for Current Information System, United States and 
Rest of the World Wheat Production (in millions of metric tons squared) 
United States Rest of the World 
Month MSE = Mean 0 2 = Differences MSE = Mean 0 2 = Differences 
Squared Error Between Successive MSE Squared Error Between Successive MSE 
June 0.920(1) 6.390(2) 1028 (1 ) 895(2) 
August .970(1) 5.950 1 028( 1) 0 
October .616(1)' .354 1028 (1) 0 
December .192 (1) .424 1028 (1) 0 
February .192 (1) 0 1028 (1) 0 
April O( 1) .192 (1) 0(1 ) 1028 (1 ) 
Notes: 
(l)Residual error variance to be added to this figure. 
(2)The June 0 2 is the year-to-year variance of June production estimates. 
Source: ECON, Inc. 
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LACIE targets. The 3 percent case is assumed to correspond to a much better 
capability, and the 9 percent case is included to represent the possibility 
that LACIE targets cannot be achieved completely. 
2 The above assumptions lead to forecast difference variances (OJ) as 
given in Table 2.7, in the form required for input to the benefit calcula-
tions. An alternative approach to the modeling of the information is based 
upon the General Electric "Sigma Squared" study [11]. Details of this ap-
proach are to be found in the G.E. final report. ECON received the standard 
errors (as percent of final) for wheat production estimates in 12 countries 
and, on the basis of these values, calculated the required inputs (Oj2) to 
the benefit calculation. 
2.3 General Electric's "Sigma Squared" Study of Improved Crop Information 
Systems 
Table 2.8 gives the GE projection of LANDSAT performance for the United 
States and for eleven major foreign wheat producers. The earliest forecasts 
referenced in these data are in September for Italy, October for the United 
States, the United Kingdom and the U.S.S.R. The earliest forecasts for 
other countries occur at various times up to May. For our analysis, we must 
assume that the worldwide wheat markets operate with some estimate of produc-
tion prior to these dates, and we must estimate its standard error. For this 
purpose, we use the results of our analysis of the current (nonsatellite) 
information system. According to that analysis, the standard error of the 
forecast of wheat production for the aggregate rest of the world (other than 
the United States) is 11.8 percent in June and after, and 15.5 percent be-
fore June. Assuming that the mean squared error is distributed among major 
regions in proportion to their average production, this leads to percent 
Table 2.7 Forecast Difference Variances for Improved Information Systems, 
Rest of World Wheat Production (in millions of metric tons squared) 
6% Case 3% Case 9% Case 
Mean Squared 0 2 Mean Squared 0 2 Mean Squared 
Month Error Error Error 
Jun 405 . 1743 101.25 2046.75 911.25 
Aug 324 81 81 20.25 729 
Oc t 243 81 60.75 20.25 546.75 
Dec 162 81 40.50 20.25 364.50 
Feb 81 81 20.25 20.25 182.25 
Apr 0 81 0 20.25 0 
- - ---- -- ----- -- ---
0 2 
1236.75 
182.25 
182.25 
182.25 
182.25 
182.25 
----~ 
N 
o 
- - -
Table 2.8 General Electric Projection of LANDSAT Performance 
Stall,lal'lJ Error of Pnllhu:l.ion [still~lte hy (nIlIlITY. Iwrcellt 
rOl'ccasts in I\dvance of Croll Yeill' [sliUliltes IIl1rilllJ I:rllp Y(!.1t' 
I:/lUII tr'y Sell, Oct. Nov. Oee. .Iall. rell. M.ll". I\PI' • r1.1Y Jun. .lu1 . I\II~I. ~ell· lie t, tlov. IIcc. • lilII. lell . ~I.lr . I\lw. ttlY 
I 
Illiitell Slalcs --- n.1l 11. 7 11. 7 II. 7 ILl 7.5 G.2 !i.1 3.9 3.0 --- --- --- --- -- - --- --.- - -- --- -"-
C.lllada -- - --- --- --- -- - --- -- - --- 11.:1 fl.) 1.11 fl. S 3.11 - -.- --- -- - - -- --- - -- - -- ---
I\IIS ll'all iI 
--- ---
---
--- -- - --- --- ---
111.11 111.7 Hi.9 1r..1 n.s II. I I !.Ii 6.1 3.9 --- -- - --- ---
1\"Hlm l i IIiI --- --- -- - --- --- --- --- -- - II. 7 ](). I, 10.7 10.11 9.7. 11.0 1i.9 5.9 5.0 --- --- --- ---
I lilly 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3 '12.3 10.11 II./ 7.2 5.7 11.11 -- - ---
--- --- --- --- ---
- -- ---
(II i IIi! (P .11. ) 
--- --- --- --- -- - --- --- 5.1i 5.3 11.9 11.4 4.0 3.7 ---
-- - --- -- - ---
---
. -- - --
, 
Frallcl! --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 11.9 9.11 7.7 5.11 4.1 --- -- - ! --- -- - --- - -- --- ---
I!ulia --- --- 10.6 10.2 n.9 7.2 5.7 4.6 3.9 --- --- --- -- - --- --- --- -- - --- --- --- ---
lin i Lcd K ill!jllolll --- 12. I 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 Ill. 7 9.4 0. I 6.9 5.11 II.n - . - --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
SOli 1.11 1\ r r-i ca 
--- -- - --- --- --- ---
" . I) II .11 I I. I! 11.11 10.11 n.1I 7.0 6.5 5.3 . 4.2 -- - --- --- --- - .. -
Sl'aill 
--- ---
11.9 11.0 I I. I! 111.11 9.1 7.7 6.4 !i.2 11.1 --- - -- ---
--- --- --- ---
-- - --- ---
IJ. S. S .11. 
--- 111.7 14,7 14,6 14.1i III,r. IliA 12.11 10.11 :1. II 6,5 II.f. 3.1i -- - --- --- --- --- --- - -- ---
.. 
N 
errors by countries (for the current system) as shown in Table 2.9. The 
entries in Table 2.9 are calculated as follows. If t is the fraction of 
22 
rest of the world wheat production corresponding to a major region, and if 
E is the fractional standard error in the estimate of rest of the world pro-
duction, then the mean squared error for the region is tE2, so the fractional 
standard error for the region is 
~= E 
-t ~ 
For Table 2.9, this formula is used with E = .155 (before June) and E = .118 
(June and after). Combining these figures with those of Table 2.8, we obtain 
accuracies by country for the improved information system as shown in Table 
2.10. 
The statistical description of an information system required for cal-
culation of economic benefits is in the form of the sequence of variances 
(in millions of metric tons squared) of period-to-period changes in the pro-
duction estimates for the United States and the aggregated rest of the world. 
Using the figures of Table 2.10, together with the average annual wheat pro-
duction of 50 million metric tons in the United States and 300 million metric 
tons in the rest of the world, we obtain the sequences of variances given in 
Table 2.11. Since our economic benefits model uses time periods of two-month 
duration, the differences in the last column of Table 2.11 are based on alter-
nate columns of Table 2.10. Also presented in Table 2.11, for comparison 
purposes, are the forecast difference variances for the current and the 
linear model (6 percent case) improved information systems. 
We observe in Table 2.11 that the effect of the General Electric calcu-
lations on the rest of world statistical description is to move some of the 
fieg;on 
u.s.s.n 
I\rgentina. South 
Africa. Australia 
Chi nil. J ncli a 
U.K., France, Spain, 
Ita ly 
Canada and 
Hemainder 
Tahle 2.9 I\ccur'acy of Current Production 
Inforlllation System hy MajOl' Heqion 
Fraction of 
fi.O.W. Wheat 
Production 
Fractional Standard Error of Estimate 
Be fore \.June June and After 
.310 .277 .212 
.058 I .639 .490 
.171 .372 .285 
.114 .456 .349 
.3'17 .261 .200 
N 
W 
Table 2.10 LANDSAT System Performance by Country and R.O.W. Aggregate 
- c= 
Sl.andard Error (If I'roduction (slima Le. percent 
.. 
-
Counlry Aug. Sep. Ot:l. tin v . (J(!t: • Jdll. reb. fidr, I\pr. May JUII. Jul. l\uH· Scpo Oct. Nov. IJI!I: • J.11l. 
--- ----.-.--.~ 
-
U/li ted StcJtes 1.3 1.3 1.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 1.3 7.3 6.2 5,1 3.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
LUlilll.1 26. I 26.1 26.1 26.1 26.1 26. I 2(,. 1 II. 3 9.3 7.4 5.5 3.11 3.n 3.1l 3.1l .l.ll :1.11 3.11 
I\u'>lrdliil 63.9 63.9 63.9 6].9 63.9 63.9 6:1. 9 lB.B HI. 7 16.9 16.1 13.5 II. I n.6 6.1 3.9 3.9 3.') 
J\"tjl~1I t. j 11,1 63.9 63.9 63.'1 ti3.9 63.9 63.9 63.9 11.7 JO. 'J 10.7 ICI.t1 9.2 8.0 6.9 5.9 5.0 5.0 S.O 
J tell Y 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3 10.4 n.7 7.? 5.7 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.11 
Chilli) :17.7. 3/.2 37.2 3/ .2 37:2 37.2 5.6 !i.3 4.9 4.4 4.0 3.1 3.7 3.7 3.1 3.7 3.1 3.7 
,. .. i1II1:e 45.6 45.6 45.6 45.6 4!i.6 45.6 45.6 11.9 9.8 1.7 5.n 4.1 4.1 4. I 4.1 4. I 4.1 4.1 
, 
Jlltliil 31.2 10.6 10.2 n.9 7.2 5.7 11.6 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 
IJII i led Killgi.llllll 12. I 1?n 12.11 12.0 12.0 12.0 10.7 9.4 n. , 6.9 5.1l 4.n 4.n 4.8 4.n lI.n 4.11 lI.n 
Suulh /\ fdc,. 63.9 63.9 63. 'J 63.9 63.9 11.') 11.!l 11.11 11.11 10.4 n.n 7.n 6.5 5.3 4.2 11.2 4.2 4.2 
Sp.t ill 4fl. 6 11.9 I I .11 I I .11 10.11 9.1 7.7 6.4 5.2 4. I 4. I 11.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4. , iI.1 
I/, ~. !i.!C 111.7 111.7 14. (; lUi 111.6 14.4 12.4 10.11 11.4 ti.5 l1.ti 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.ti 3.6 
"!IIJfI!()iI t.e II. n. ~I. 13. I 12. () 12.0 12.0 11.9 1l.1! 10.9 5.3 11.4 3.5 2.7 2.0 2.11 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.9 
Period 
Prior - June 
Jun. - Aug 
Aug. - Oct. 
Oct. - Dec. 
Dec. - Feb. 
Feb. - Apr. 
Apr. - Jun. 
Jun. - Aug. 
Aug. - Oct. 
Oct. - Dec. 
Dec. - Feb. 
Feb. - Final 
Total 
Table 2.11 Statistical Description of Current and Improved 
Forecast Difference Variances 
(millions of metric tons)2 
Current System Linear Model (6% Caie) G.E. Sigma Squared 
U.S. R.O.l~. U.S. R.O.W. U.S. R.O.W. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 607 
0 0 0 0 0 237 
0 0 0 0 0 19 
0 0 0 0 3.70 210 
6.39 895 6.39 1743 5.81 900 
5.95 0 5.95 81 1. 55 111 
.354 0 0.354 81 a 28 
.424 0 0.424 81 0 2 
0 0 0 81 0 0 
.192 1253 0.192 81 2.25 34 
13.31 2148 13.31 2148 13.31 2148 
---~ 
I 
N 
0"1 
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forecast difference variances to an earlier time of the year. The sum of 
the variances remains the same, and represents the prior uncertainty in 
production. But with the G.E. information systems, some of this uncertainty 
is resolved sooner than with the current information system. 
The choice of a "correct" model of the improved information system de-
pends ultimately on a number of unknowable quantities (at this time). Em-
pirical data on performance of a LANDSAT system in R.O.W. countries would 
be one prerequisite. Another would be a much more thorough knowledge of the 
variation of wheat harvests dtie to weather and cultural practice than is 
currently available. In the meanwhile, we are obliged to relate the economic 
benefits of improved wheat information to the statistical description of the 
information system in a partially parametric way, but guided by (1) the LACIE 
goals, (2) our analysis of the consequences of adopting those goals and (3) 
the General Electric "Sigma Squared" study results. In a la~er chapter we 
will explore the sensitivity of the benefits to the choice of statistical 
description of the improved information system. 
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3. SIMPLIFIED PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION MODEL 
3.1 Structure 
The following is a description of an infinite horizon model of crop 
production and storage. For the utmost simplicity, only one producing unit 
is modeled, and the year is divided into only two periods. The timing as-
sumptions of the model are as shown in Figure 3.1. 
At time 1, the beginning of period 1, the state of the system is repre-
sented by a scalar state variable, x. x refers to the mean value at time 1 
of total stocks, including the newly available production (still uncertain) 
and the carryover from the previous year (known). During period 1 of each 
year, decisions are made on period 1 consumption and on planting. These 
decisions depend only on x, and are made so as to maximize the discounted 
mean present value of consumer gains plus producer gains from the present 
indefinitely into the future. This maximization depends on assumptions about 
future planting and consumption decisions--it is assumed that these are made 
according to the same maximization criterion. As time advances from time 1 
to time 2, information is obtained possibly leading to a revision of the 
estimated supply. Also during this time interval, the planting of a quantity 
Y2 is accomplished and the consumption of a quantity Yl . At time 2, the 
state of the system is described by two variables: Xl' giving the quantity 
of remaining supply (now considered known); and X2, giving the quantity of 
crop expected from the planting (mean value at time 2). During period 2, 
only one decision is made. This decision, denoted y, depends on both Xl 
and X2, and is the consumption for the period. As with other decisions, it 
is made so as to maximize the discounted mean present value of consumer 
~ Production 
f Information 
on Production 
12 
A ppea \'S predicti~ 
of Yield 
Information 
on Production 
12 
~ Planting Accomplished ) 
Fiqure 3.1 Timin9 Assumptions 
Predittions 
of Yield 
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N 
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gains plus producer gains from the present indefinitely into the future. 
As time advances from time 2 of the current year to time 1 of the following 
year, information is obtained on the yield of the planted crop, leading to 
a supply estimate that may differ from the one made at planting. The con-
sumption of the quantity y also takes place during this period. The events 
outlined above are described mathematically by state variables and state 
transformations. The state variables are x (at time 1) and Xl' X2 (at time 
2). The period 1 state transformation is given by 
Xl = x - Y1 + ¢, 
X2 = Y2· 
Here ¢l represents the new information obtained during period 1, resolving 
the uncertainty in the crop on hand. The period 2 state transformation is 
given by 
x = X, + X2 - Y + ¢2' 
where ¢2 represents the new information obtained during period 2, revising 
the estimate of the crop about to be harvested. Both ¢, and ¢2 are random 
variables with 0 mean. 
Figure 3.2 shows these structural variables located on a time line. 
To complete the specification of the structure of the model, we intro-
duce incremental value functions and cumulative value functions. 
The incremental value function for each period accounts for consumer 
and producer gains during that period. The domain of the first period 
incremental value function is the decision space of coordinates y" Y2. 
For each possible pair, Yl , Y2, the function assigns the gross value 
XI X XI X XI x 
State 
Var;ables~ x 
Decision 
Var;ables~ 
I' ,: I' ~: I' ~: I' >- TIM E 
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Stochastic~ 
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(welfare) associated with consumption Y1 minus the cost associated with 
A' planting Y2. The welfare and cost functions are approximated by second 
degree polynomial as follows: 
Welfare 
Cost 
The first period incremental value function F is thus given by 
In the second period, there is no production cost, so the incremental value 
function F is based on the welfare term alone, and is given by 
Notice that this function is defined on the one-dimensional decision plane of 
second period consumption. 
The cumulative value function at each time is defined on the state 
space at that time, rather than the decision space. It is the function which 
is maximized in the decision process. At time 1, the state space is one di-
mensional. For a given state value x, the value v{x) taken by the time 1 
value function v is the mean value of the sum of discounted terms F{Y1,Y2) 
and f{y) of all future years, where the decisions y, Yl , and Y2 are always 
made optimally, conditional on the starting stock estimate x. At time 2, 
the state space is two dimensional. For given state values Xl' X2, the 
value V(Xl ,X2) taken by the period 2 value function V is the mean value of 
--* 
Tn the sense of gains to society, as used in the economic literature. 
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the sum of discounted terms F(Y1,Y2) and F(y), with decisions made optimally, 
conditional on the supply estimates Xl (current) and X2 (growing). 
In our model, the cumulative value functions v and V are approximated 
by second degree polynomials as follows: 
vex) = qx 2 + Q.x + k , 
V(X l ,X 2 ) = Qll~12 + 2Q12X1X2 + Q22 X22 
+ Ll Xl + L2X2 + K . 
The "solution" of our model consists of the determination of the value 
functions v and V by finding their coefficients q, ~, k, Q .. , L. and K. 
1 J 1 
Simultaneously with this solution, we find the decision rules, or the func-
tions which assign optimal consumption and planting decisions to the various 
possible values of the state variables. 
Given these decision rules, we can also calculate other functions of 
economic interest, such as the components of the incremental and cumulative 
value functions which accrue to consumers and to suppliers. The consumers 
gain for period 1 is 
since the price is the marginal welfare at consumption level Yl , or 2a l Yl + 
bl . The suppliers gain for period 1 is 
since the suppliers receive payment for period 1 consumption Yl while spend-
ing production costs for period 1 planting Y2. In period 2, the consumers 
surplus is 
33 
and the suppliers gain is 
Cumulative value functions are obtained as the mean discounted sum of these 
incremental value functions. We use quadratic approximations just as for 
the total value functions. Thus, for the suppliers cumulative value func-
tions w, W we have 
w(x) = sx 2 + tx + u , 
W(X 1 ,X 2 ) 
and for the consumers cumulative value function z, Z we have the differences 
z = v - w, 
Z = V w. 
Each of the value functions discussed above is specified in Table 3.1. 
3.2 Dynamic Programming 
A functional equation known as the optimal ity principle .of dynamic pro-
gramming provides the means for calculating the value functions and decision 
rules discussed above. The optimality principle can be stated: 
"An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial 
state and initial decision are, the remaining decisions must 
constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state result-
ing from the first decision." [12J 
Table 3.1 Value Functions for Two Period Model 
Suppliers Consumers To ta 1 
Time 1 
w(x) = sx 2 + tx + u v(x) = qx 2 + ~x + k CUlllulative z = v - w 
Period 1 (2a V + b)V + a' V 2 + b V _ a V 2 F (V ,V ) = a V 2 + b V ,+ a V 2 -j' b V Incremental 11 1 J 22 22 1 1 12 11 11 22 22 
Time 2 
Cumulative* W{X) = X'SX + T'X + U Z = V - W V(X) = X'QX + L'X + K 
Period 2 
2 
a1
y2 + b1Y Incremental (2a 1y + b1 )y - a 1y 
*Matrix notation used in this line, X= (Xi)' S = (Sij), T = (T i ), Q = (Qij), L = (L i ) . 
L-__ ~ _____________________________ 
I 
I 
w 
""" 
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Applying this for period 1, we have for e§ch x, 
v(x) =' max[F(Yl'Y2) + pV(x - Y + ~ , Y2)] 
Y1 'Y2 1 1 
(3.1) 
The maximization is subject to the constraints 
The bar over the second term in the brackets indicates the mean value with 
respect to the random variable ~l. For period 2, the optimality principle 
is 
(3.2) 
Here the bar indicates the mean value with respect to the random variable 
Given the coefficients q, ~, k, of the function v, and a pair of values 
Xl' X2 of the state variables, it is easy to find V(X l ,X2) from Equation 3.2. 
This is, in fact, a very trivial quadratic programming problem. 'Similarly, 
if we are given the coefficients Q .. , L., K of V, and a value x of the state 
1 J 1 
variable, we find v(x) by solving a slightly more complex quadratic program-
ming problem (Equation 3.1). Assume now that we have an approximation of 
the coefficients of v. To determine the coefficients of V, we first evalu-
ate V (by quadratic programming) on a selected set of points in the state 
space. Then, we find the second degree polynomial in Xl and X2 which gives 
the least squares fit to V at the selected points. V is then approximated 
by that second degree polynomial. A similar procedure can then be used to 
obtain a new approximation of v. Repeating the procedure of going from an 
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estimate of v to an estimate of V and then to a new estimate of v, we obtain 
a convergent sequence of functions. The limiting values are taken as the 
simultaneous solution of Equations 3.1 and 3.2. 
Since our central interest is in the value of information, we look now 
at the way the model responds to changes in information quality. Information 
quality is represented by the random variables ~1 and ~2 occurring in the 
state transformations. The more variability is present in ~l' the poorer 
the informatlon on the new crop at harvest time. The more variability is 
.. 
present in ~2' the poorer the correspondence between the intended production 
at planting time and the estimated production at harvest time. 
Because of our use of quadratic value functions and the fact that ~1 
and ~2 have zero means, we can represent ~l and ~2 by their second moments 
only, 0,2 and 022 This is clear on expansion of the terms containing ~1 
and ~2 in Equations 3.1 and 3.2. Thus, Equation 3.1 becomes 
2 
+ 2Q12(x - Y1)Y2 + Q22 Y2 
+ L1(x-Y 1) + L2 Y2 + K)]. 
Expanding the term involving ~l' we obtain 
2 )2 (x-Y + ~) = (x - y 1 1 1 
(3.3) 
Writing Y1* and Y2* for the maximizing values of Y, and Y2 in Equation 3.3 
we obtain 
v(x) = F~:1*'Y2*) + P(Qll(X - y 1*)2 + Q11012 
+ 2Q12(X-Yl*)Y2* + Q22 Y2*2 + L1(x-Y 1 *) 
+ L2 Y2* + K) 
2 It is important to notice that Y,* and Y2* do not depend on K or 0, , 
though of course they do depend on x, Qij' and L,. 
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(3.4) 
We now expand Equation 3.2 in similar fashion to show the dependence 
2 
of V(X, ,X2) on 02 . 
2 V(X 1 ,X 2 ) = max [f(y) + p(q(X 1 + X2 - y) O~y~Xl 
+ qcr 2 + 2. ( X + X - y) + k) ] • 12 
If y* is the maximizer, we can write 
+ 2.(X 1 + X2 - y*) + k + qcr 2
2 ) 
(3.5) 
Here we observe that y* does not depend on k or 022, though it does depend 
on X" X2, q and 2. Now we are in a position to calculate the dependence of 
2 2 ? 
v(w) on 0, and °2 , Differentiating Equation 3.4 with respect to o,~ and 
2 
°2 ' 
2 dv(x) = dk = pQ"do, + pdK. (3.6) 
But K is the constant term in the expansion of V(X, ,X2) in X, and X2. It 
consists of terms independent of 0,2 and °22, and the term (from Equation 
3.5) 
Thus, 
2 p(k + q02 ). 
2 dK = p(dk + qd02 ). 
Combining this with Equation 3.6, 
dk = pQ do 2 + p2(dk + Qd0 2
2 ) 
11 1 
(1 - p2)dk = pQ
11
do
1
2 + p2qdo 2
2 
Thus, we have 
_ p [ 2 2 dV(x) - --2 Qlldo1 + pqd02 J. 1-p 
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(3.7) 
The total cumulative value function at time 1 varies with changes in 
information quality according to Equation 3.7. Notice that we don't need to 
find K or k to use this expression, but only Q1l and q. This is fortunate, 
because the numerical procedure described above for solving the dynamic pro-
gramming equations provides speedy convergence in Qij and q, but very slow 
convergence in K and k. 
By an argument similar to the above, we can see that the differentials 
of the suppliers cumulative value function with respect to °1 2 and 022 is 
given by 
(3.8) 
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and of course, for the consumers, 
dz(x) = dv(x) - dw(x) (3.9) 
Other quantities of the model than the value of information are also 
of interest. These include the means and standard deviations over time of 
the consumption rates, annual production, stock carryover and price. These 
are not easy to obtain analytically from the value function coefficients, 
but they are easily estimated by Monte Carlo simulation, making use of the 
decision rule determined by the dynamic programming procedure. The simula-
tion proceeds as follows. A starting state value, x, is chosen. The maxi-
mization indicated in Equation 3.1 is performed, just as in an iteration of 
the dynamic programming procedure. But this time the value function V is 
already known, rather than being one of a sequence of estimates. The quan-
tity v(x) is not needed now, but only the maximizer (Y l*, Y2*). A random 
sample ~l* of the probability distribution of ~l is taken. The period 1 
state transformation is then applied.with the values Yl *, Y2*, and ~l*' 
giving the time 2 state values Xl and X2, thus: 
Xl = x - Yl * + ~l*' 
X2 = Y2*· 
In the same way, the maximizer y* appropriate for the state values Xl and X2 
is calculated from Equation 3.2, after which the ~2 distribution is sampled 
and the period 2 state transformation is applied. This produces a new time 
1 state value x, and the entire procedure is repeated. Means and standard 
deviations of the variables involved are easily obtained. 
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3.3 Selection of State Points 
The values of each state variable selected to form the grid for value 
function approximation are based on a specified mean and standard deviation. 
Since the grid consists of uniformly spaced points, we can derive a simple 
formula for their location based on the number of points n, the mean~, and 
the standard deviation o. 
Let 0 be the interval between points. If n is odd, the deviations 
from ~ are 
n-l) 0, ~ 0, ~ 20, ... , 2:. (-2- O. 
Thus the standard deviation is 
l[o' + ( 2 0 ) 2 + ... a = n 
J 20 2 22 ? = -- [1 + + 3-n 
+ 
((n-1)0)2 
2 ] 
(n-1)2] + ... + 2 
k 
Since L 
j=1 
j2 = k (k+1) (21<+1) ,this becomes 
6 
(n-1)(n+1) 
2 2 2 n 
-
0=0 n 6 
Thus, the i nterva 1 is gi ven by . 
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15 = cr i ni :1 
and for j = 1, ... , n, the grid values of the state variable are 
~ . n+1 ~ + cr {~ (J- --2-) 
This deviation was based on odd n, but it is easy to verify that the same 
formula holds for even n. 
Logically, ~ and 6 should be consistent with the mean and standard de-
viation of the state variable in question as obtained from the simulation 
described above. Since ~ and 6 are required before the dynamic programming 
equations are solved, however, this consistency cannot be guaranteed in ad-
vance. But an iterative trial and error procedure has been found satisfac-
tory. 
3.4 Details on One-Stage Optimization 
The optimizations indicated in Equations 3.1 and 3.2 are linearly con-
strained maximizations of quadratic forms. In this section we put them into 
standard quadratic programming form and outline solution algorithms. 
For the period 2 maximization, the basic equation is 
Putting in the expansions of f and v, this becomes 
+ 2( Xl + X 2 - y) + k] ~ , ) 
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where we have used the fact that ~2 = O. Reordering in terms of powers of 
y, this becomes 
+ p[q(X + X )2 + ~(X + X ) + k + qcr 2]} 1 2 1 2 · 
Let 
A = a 1 + pq 
B = b 1 2pq(X 1 + X2 ) - pQ. ,. 
p [q (X 1 X ) 2 i(X X2 ) k 
2 C = + + + + + qcr 2 ] 2 1 
Now the maximization is in the standard quadratic programming form. 
Maximize 
Ay2 + By + C 
Subject to: 
y ~ 0; 
y ~ Xl· 
With the data of our problem, A is always negative, so the objective func-
tion is concave, and its maximum may occur at an interior point on the in-
terval [0, Xl]. To solve the problem, we first find the unconstrained 
maximizer of Ay2 + By.+ C, which is 
B 
. y = 
- 2A ' 
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and then check whether it meets the constraints. Thus, the true maximizer 
y* is given by 
B y* = min[X1, max(O, - 2A)]' 
and the maximum is given by 
For the period 1 optimization, the basic equatipn is 
Putting in the expansions of F and V, this becomes 
v(x) = max {a Y 2 + b Y + a Y 2 + b2 Y2 yy 11 11 22 
l' 2 
Collecting in terms of powers of Yl and Y2' we obtain 
2 2 [E 11 Y1 + 2E 12 Y1 Y2 + E22 Y2 
where 
E = A + pQ 11 ' 11 11 
E12 = 
-
pQ 12 
E22 = A22 + pQ22 
F1 = B1 2pQl1x P L 1 
F2 = B2 + 2pQ12x + pL 2 
G ,= P[Qll x2 + L1x + K 
The constraints in this case are: 
Yl , Y2 ~ 0; 
Yl ~ x; 
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+ Q11 cr 2
2 J. 
Figure 3.3 shows the structure of this quadratic programming problem. A 
possible set of level lines for the objective function is included, with 
the unconstrained and the true maximizer. The problem can be solved by a 
simple search procedure. First, one finds the unconstrained maximizer, by 
the formula (in matrix notation) 
- -1 Y = - 1/2E F. 
If this satisfies the constraints, the maximum is given by 
v(x) = Y'EY + Y'F + G. 
If not, one finds the maximum of the objective function on the three line 
segments 
o 
Figure 3.3 
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(1) 0 ~ Y1 < x, Y2 = 0, 
(2) 0 ~ Y2, Y1 = 0, 
(3) 0 ~ Y2, Y1 = x. 
The global maximum is then the largest of these three maxima. 
We illustrate the calculation of these constrained maxima by doing 
case (1). The others are similar. For this case, we substitute Y2 = 0 in 
the objective function, obtaining 
2 
max [E 11 \ O~Yl~x 
The maximizer is 
+ F Y + G] 1 1 
Fl 
Y1 * = min[x, max(O, - rr-)] 
11 
and the maximum is 
3.5 Data Requirements of Model 
The input data required for calculations with the one-country two-period 
version of the production and distribution model are simply the coefficients 
(a1, a2, b1, b2) of the incremental value functions f and F, the discount 
factor p and the variances °1
2 
and 022 describing information quality. 
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The value function coefficients are to be obtained econometrically. 
Since the results of demand and production function estimation are usually 
quoted in the dimensionless form of elasticities, we indicate here how the 
coefficients can be obtained from demand and production elasticity estimates 
together with mean prices and quantities. 
Assume that on the average, annual production equals annual consumption, 
so that there is no trend in carryover stocks. Let this annual quantity be 
denoted TI, and let the average price observed at this consumption rat~ be P. 
Let the price elasticity of demand be € and the cost elasticity of produc-
tion be n. The consumption during one period should average 
r = 1/2TI. 
The price, or marginal value of consumption, in a single period can be 
written 
f'(r) = 2a l r + bl , 
so that the rate of change of r with respect to the price f'(r) is 2~1. By 
definition of price elasticity, we have 
p 
e:: = l~Ti 
'Z·~ 
= 
from which 
Putting this in the price equation, we obtain 
P = 2 P (~rr) + b 1 ' e:rr 
from which 
b1 = P(l - i) . 
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The coefficients a2 and b2 can be obtained similarly. The equilibrium price 
is (on the average) 
so that the cost elasticity of production is written 
P 
n = IT 
from which 
and 
P 
a 2 ::: 2IIn' 
Discount rates are usually quoted annually. If r is the annual discount 
rate, the discount factor p for one six-months period is just 
( _l_)~ l+r . 
Finally, information quality is usually quoted in terms of the accuracy 
of production estimates at specified times. Suppose the standard deviation 
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of the error of the production estimate at harvest (time 1) is the fraction 
ul of the average production IT. Then 
If the standard deviation of the error of the production estimate a~ plant-
ing is the fraction u2 of IT, then 
so that 
cr 2 = 2 
3.6 Illustrative Example--Simplified Model 
To illustrate the use of the model described above, we consider the 
production and temporal distribution of wheat, treating the entire world as 
a unit. We will estimate the benefits to consumers and suppliers of speci-
fied information improvements, but with this simplified model we cannot 
distinguish United States benefits from those accruing to other regions. 
The base case data for this illustration, elasticities, prices, quanti-
ties and accuracies, are given in Table 3.2. As discussed in Section 3.5 
on the data requirements of the model, these parameters are used to calcu-
late the coefficients (a l , a2, bl , b2) of the incremental value functions, 
the discount factor p and the variances °1 2 and 022 These calculated data 
are given in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.2 Input Da ta for Production and 
Distribution of Wheat 
Description Symbol Value 
. 
Price Elasticit.y of Demand £ -0.2 
Cost Elasticity of Production n 0.5 
Sample Wheat Price p $140/metric ton 
Sample Annual Produr.tion 7T 350 million tons 
Annual Discount Rate r 0.06 
Fractional Standard Error 
of Production Estimate 
--At Harvest (Xl 0.08 
-At Planting (X2 0.12 
Table 3.3 Value Function Coefficients 
and other Parameters 
Symbol Value 
al -2 
a 2 -0.4 
b1 840 
b2 140 
P 0.971 
a 2 1 784 
a 2 2 980 
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To begin the dynamic programming calcula.tions, we must specify an ini-
tial choice of grid points in the state space for each time. Our initial 
choice of the grid parameters (means and standard deviations) is given in 
Table 3.4. The actual grids are based on a discrete uniform distribution 
of 5 pOints in each dimension. Thus, a rectangular grid of 25 points is used 
at time 2, and a linear grid of 5 points is used at time 1. 
The dynamic programming calculation now leads to the results: 
C· 655 -.262). C94 ) Q = L = 
-.262 -.376 505 
C· 746 .635 ) (1181 ) S = T = 
.635 1.141 ' -614 
q = -.432 9- = 469 
s = 1. 248 t = 852 
Using these coefficients in the decision rule, a 50-year simulation 
produces information such as the means and standard deviations of the state 
and decision variables, prices, costs, etc. Of particular interest at this 
stage are the moments of the state variables x, Xl' and X2, since these are 
to be compared with their assumed values used in setting up the grids. Thus, 
the simulated mean and standard deviations of x, Xl and X2 are given in Table 
3.4, together with the prior assumptions. 
The whole calculation is now reiterated, using new values of the grid 
parameters. It has been found that stable and rapid conve~gence is obtained 
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Table 3.4 Initial Assumptions on Grids In State 
Space and Output of Simulation 
Mean Standard Deviation 
State Variable (metric tons) (metric tons) 
Assumed Simulated Assumed Simulated 
x (Time 1 Supply) 367.6 391 .3 25.0 38.8 
Xl (Time 2 Supply) 190. 7 217.2 37.9 43.1 
X2 (Time 2 Planted) 341 .6 340.8 9.9 1 O. 1 
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if the new mean values of x, Xl and X2 are taken as the midpoints of the 
original and simulated values, and similarly with the standard deviations. 
Table 3.5 records the output of the simulation runs through ten iterations. 
At this point, the grid has stabilized, so convergence is achieved. The 
final values of the value function coefficients are as follows: 
(.205 -. 128) (18 ) a = L = 
-.128 -.143 290 
C. 961 1 .065 ) C794 ) S = T = 1 .065 1 . 170 -406 
.. 
q = -.157 i = 261 
s = 1 .222 t = -450 
These enable us to calculate the value of specified information improve-
ments according to Equations 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 of Section 3.2. 
Suppose the improved information provides a reduction of the fractional 
standard error at harvest (time 1) from .08 to .06, while the fractional 
standard error at planting (time 2) remains .12. Then the error variances 
and the state transformation variance~ °1 2 are as shown in Table 3.6, Case 2. 
Since the changes in °1 2 in going from Case 2 to Case 1 are 
do 2 1 
2 
= -343, d0 2 = 343, 
the total present value benefit, from Equation 3.7 is 
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Table 3.5 Convergence of Grid Parameters 
Means Standard Deviations 
Iteration x Xl X2 X Xl X2 
1 397.33 223,95 339.91 41 .43 47,46 10.97 
2 399.03 225.93 339.24 43.43 50,41 10.55 
3 399.78 226.78 338.91 44.29 51 .66 10. 15 
4 400.27 227.35 338.73 44.67 52.19 9.94 
5 401.04 228.11 338.81 44.91 52.50 9.86 
6 400.93 228.04 338.67 45.03 52.68 9.76 
7 401.37 228.47 338.75 45. 12 52.79 9.74 
8 401 .11 228.25 338.62 45.14 52.84 9.70 
9 401 .56 228.66 338.77 45.19 52.88 9.70 
10 400.99 228.14 338.55 45,17 52.88 9.65 
Table 3.6 
Fractional Std. 
Case Error of Estimate 
Time 1 Time 2 
1 (Base) .08 .12 
2 .06 . 12 
3 .04 . 12 
4 .06 .08 
Benefits of Improved Information 
Variance of 
Error Estimate 01 2 02 2 Benefit, $ million/year 
Time 1 Time 2 Suppliers Consumers Total 
784 1764 784 980 - -- -- - - -- - --
441 1764 441 1323 -273 291 18 
196 1764 196 1568 -467 499 32 
441 784 441 343 -1471 1643 172 
01 
0\ 
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.971 [(-.20S}(-343) + .971(-.157)(343)J 1-(.971)2 
= 306.2 . 
We annualize this by multiplication by the annual discount rate .06, 
so the annual total benefit is $18 million. Similarly, we calculate annual 
benefits to consumers of $291 million and an annual disbenefit to suppliers 
of $273 million. Table 3.6 presents these figures, as well as the benefits 
corresponding to two other cases of improved information. If the reduction 
of fractional standard error at harvest is from .08 to .04, while the pre-
diction at planting time still has fractional standard error .12, then the 
total benefit is increased substantially to $32 million per year. Finally, 
we consider a different kind of information improvement, an improved ability 
to predict production at planting time. This could perhaps be achieved 
through better understanding of weather patterns, development of hardier 
varieties of wheat, or other methods that go beyond measurements centered 
in the growing crop itself. Assuming a reduction of fractional standard 
error from .12 to .08 at planting time, with a reduction from .08 to .06 at 
harvest time, the total benefit comes out to $172 million per year. Notice 
that the potential benefit of reduction in the variability of the system of 
crop production is far greater than the benefit of information limited to 
earlier knowledge of production without reduced variability. 
All of the benefits calculated are perhaps surprisingly low, in view of 
the economic importance of wheat worldwide. But it should be remembered that 
there are no trade effects included in the model. We are treating only ag-
gregate production decisions and temporal distribution, assuming in effect 
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that the allocation of production among regions is always optimal ,* and 
that the distribution of the harvested crop among regions is likewise opti-
mal. 
*As if based on perfect information. 
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4. TWO-REGION PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION MODEL 
The model presented here is a straightforward extension of the simpli-
fied model discussed above. The year is divided into m periods (six in our 
numerical illustrations) and export decisions are made simultaneously with 
consumption versus storage decisions at the beginning of each period. 
Two regions are considered, called the exporting unit and the importing 
unit. In each region, planting decisions are made at specific times of year, 
depending on the crop under study. For wheat, spring and' winter sowing are 
distinguished, and the southern hemisphere sowing occurs half a year out of 
phase with northern hemisphere winter sowing. 
4.1 State Variables 
At time 1, the beginning of the first period, there are two state vari-
ables. The first, xl' refers to the mean value at time 1 of stocks in the 
exporting unit, including the newly available production (still uncertain) 
and the carryover from the previous crop year (known). The second state 
variable refers to the mean value at time 1 of stocks in the importing unit. 
We model production as if the annual harvest were instantaneous, taking place 
at time 1. This procedure presents no difficulties as long as we choose 
time 1 appropriately within the crop cycle. From time 1 until the start of 
the period after the first planting, the same two state variables are used 
to track the'state of the system. At each time during this interval, xl 
refers to the mean value of remaining supply in the exporting unit, after 
accumulated consumption and accumulated exports; x2 refers to the mean value 
of remaining supply in the importing unit, including imports and after accu-
mulated consumption. When the first planting occurs in either unit, an 
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additional state variable is created to represent the mean value of the pro-
duction expected to result from the planting in the following crop year. 
Thus, there may be three or four state variables in the middle periods of 
the crop year, and there will be four state variables by the end of the crop 
year. When planting has occurred in the exporting unit, the new state vari-
able is denoted x2. When planting has occurred in the importing unit, the 
new state variable is denoted x4 . 
4.2 Decision Variables 
The vector of decision variables, like the state vector, has fluctuating 
dimension. There are always at least three decision variables. They are: 
y" consumption in the exporting unit; Y2' exports; and Y4' consumption in 
the importing unit. In the planting periods for the exporting unit, there 
is also the intended production Y3' and in the planting periods for the im-
porting unit, there is the intended production, Y5. 
4.3 State Transformation 
The state vector undergoes a change from one time to the n~xt as a re-
sult of decisions and new information on existing or potential (planted) 
supply. The vector ¢ is used to represent new information. Its elements 
are random variables of zero mean. Using subscripts to indicate time, we 
can write the state transformation in vector form as 
(4.1) 
The structure of Mt , Nt' and ¢t~ depend on the planting schedule for 
the particular crop. In the case of wheat, we will model planting as occur-
ring in periods 2 and 5 in the exporting unit (United States), and in periods 
2, 5 and 6 in the importing unit (rest of the world). For this case, there 
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are six periods, and the year begins June 1. The state transformation ma-
trices are as given in Table 4.1. 
4.4 Value Functions 
As in the one-region model, we are fundamentally concerned with a 
cumulative value function, the maximization of which is assumed to govern 
all decision making. This cumulative value function is the discounted sum 
of incremental value functions accounting for consumer and producer gains 
and transportation costs, period by period. Since interest is the only sig-
nificant component of storage costs [10J, these costs are not explicitly 
accounted for in the incremental value functions, but are implicitly accoun-
ted for by discounting in the formation of the cumulative value function. 
The gross value associated with one period's consumption Y1 in the ex-
porting unit is approximated by the polynomial 
and the gross value associated with one period's consumption Y4 in the im-
porting unit is approximated by 
These are consistent with linear demand functions 
and 
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Table 4.1 State Transformation Matrices for 
Wheat Production and Distributi.on 
Period M N 
1 ( ~ 0 ) ( -~ -1 0 ) 1 -1 
1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 -1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 - 1 -1 0 
3 0 1 0 0 0 a 0 
a 0 1 0 0 - 1 
0 0 0 1 a a 0 
0 0 0 -1 -1 0 
4 0 0 0 a (J 0 
a 0 0 a . 1 - 1 
a 0 0 1 a a a 
0 0 0 - 1 -1 a 0 0 
5 0 1 0 0 a 0 a 0 
0 0 1 0 a 1 a -1 0 
0 0 0 a 0 a 0 
6 ( 1 0 0 ) ( -~ - 1 a 0 ) 0 0 1 - 1 1 
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in the exporting unit and the importing unit respectively. The transpor-
tation costs and production costs are also approximated by second degree 
polynomials as follows: 
Transportation Cost 2 = rY2 + WY2 
Production Cost 
Here, the subscript k distinguishes the various periods within the year. 
The net incremental value function for period k now can be written 
= C£ ly1 2 + P1Yl + C£2 Y4
2
+ P 2Y4 
_ 2 2 ~ 
- l Y 2 - wy 2 - Y k 1 Y 3 - U k 1 Y 3 
2 
- Yk2 YS - °k2 YS . 
Table 4.2 gives this function together with a resolution of the period's 
value by producing units and by market agents. The net incremental value 
function is shown in the lower right box, and labeled 1. The various com-
ponents given in the other boxes can be built up from the money flows shown 
in Figure 4.1, which distinguish producers, traders and consumers in each 
unit. In this classification system, traders are considered to buy* from 
producers at the time of planting. Thus, the producers take no risks 
*in the futures market 
Table 4.2 Incremental Value Functions for Period k. 
Exporter (Unit 1) Importer (Unit 2) Tota 1 (Unit .. Unit 2) 
3 5 
Consumers' Gain 
-a1 Yl 
2 
2 2 2 
- n 2Y4 - alY l - "2Y4 
-
Traders' Gain (2"1 Y1 + B1 ){Y 1 .. Y2 ) (2a2Y4 + ( 2 )Y 4 
2 (2n l y l " BI)YI - (2y k1 y J " '\I)Y) - TY 2 
-
(2Y U Y3 .. '\I)Y) (2U 1Y1 .. Bl .. W)Y 2 (2(12Y4 t fl 2 )Y4 - (2y k2 y S " '\2)Y S - .. 
- (2Y k;Ys .. '\2 )Ys 2 
- TY2 - bly 2 
4 6 
Producers' Gain 2 2 
Ykl Y) 
2 + 2 Yk1 Y) Yk2 Ys Yk2 Ys 
: 
Z 
I 
Tota 1 Net Welfare 2 .. 2n 1Y1Y2 .. '\ (Y 1 .. Y2 ) 2 .. B2Y4 (2a 1Y1 + f\ - I1l)Y 2 
2 
.. 
'\Y 1 + IX 2Y 4 
2 .. fl 2y 4 
(ljY 1 n 2Y4 - n1Y 1 , 
2 6 k1 y) _ TY 2 2 6 k2 y S 
2 2 
-Y k1 Y3 -
- Yk2 YS - - TY 2 - WY 2 - YklYJ 2 
°k'.Y) 
2 
'\2Y5 - - Yk2YS -
EXPORTING UNIT 
If4 P 0 R TIN GUN I T 
Production 
Cost 
, 
I , 
I 
I 2 
I Yk2 YS ,,·ok2 YS 
I 
Production 
. ,~ Co s t 
Cost 
, 
Traders 
.. 
Consumers 
COllllllodity Flow: 
Money F I ow: ----..-
Figure 4.1 Flows Among Market Agents and Costs 
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associated with yield variability. Of course, the same individual or firm 
could function simultaneously as a producer and a trader by making his sale 
at harvest time or after. Our classification of market agents is really a 
classification of functions, not necessarily of individuals. Producers in-
cur production costs at the time of planting and collect revenues at the 
same time from the traders of their own unit based on a futures price. 
Equilibrium requires that this price be equal to the marginal cost of pro-
du.ction, which is 2YklY3 + 0kl in the exporting unit and 2Yk2YS + 0k2 in 
the importing unit. Traders in the importing unit pay the transportation 
costs on the quantity Y2 which is imported, and pay for the commodity itself 
the price prevailing in the exporting unit, which is 2alYl + Bl . 
The gains accruing to each category of market agent are e9sily read off 
from Figure 4.1 by taking the difference of the incoming and outgoing money 
"flows. These differences form the expressions given in Table 4.2. All 
twelve value functions are of interest in our model, but some can be calcu-
lated as sums of others. Therefore, we specify only six of them for dire-ct 
calculation by solution of functional equations. These six are indicated by 
numerals in the upper left corners of the boxes in Table 4.2. 
Algebraically, we denote the six incremental value functions Flk , F2k , 
... , F6k , where k is the period of the year. These functions can be ex-
pressed in terms of coefficient matrices as follows. 
where Aik are S x S matrices and Bik are vectors of five components. These 
coefficients are collected in Table 4.3. 
No. Name 
C 0 I To ta I 0 . 0 ·'0 
C 
[xpo·rter a1 
2 Net 0 
Welfare ·0 
0 
c Exporter 0 3 Consumers I 0 Ga i n 0 0 
Table 4.3 Incremental Value Function Coefficients 
A B No. Name 
0 0 
o 0) ("' ) ( 0 -T 0  -~J Exporter 0 0 -Yk1 o 0 - ~~l 4 Producers I 0 0 0 (12 0 Ga i n 0 
0 0: o -Yk2 t'b 0 
a1 0 O. 
!) U:l ) 
0 
0 0 0 Impo"., (0 
0 -·Yk1 0 5 Consumers I 0 
0 0 0 Ga i n 0 
0 0 0 0 
, 
0 0 0 ~) (!) 
, 
( 0 0 0 0 Importer 0 
0 0 0 6 Producers I 0 
0 0 0 Ga i n 0 
0 0 0 0 ! 0 
_ .. 
A 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 YkJ. 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
-°2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
! ) 
! ) 
t) 
B 
(!) 
(I) 
(!) 
CTI 
....... 
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The fundamental cumulative value function at time t, which is the dis-
counted sum of Flk's, k ~ t, will be ~enoted Vlt . The auxiliary value 
functions, associated with F2k , ... , F6k , will be denoted V2t , ... , V6t . 
Each is approximated by a second degree polynomial in Xt , as follows. 
(4.3) 
where each Qit is a symmetric matrix, Lit is a vector, and Kit is a scalar. 
Our basic computational task is to find Qit and Lit' since this will enable 
us to determine the dependence of Vit(Xt ) on the stochastic terms ~t' 
4.5 Dynamic Programming 
The optimality principle for the system we are modeling can be written 
(4.4) 
where Y is subject to the constraints 
Y ~ 0, 
As before, the bar indicates the mean value with respect to the random vari-
able ~t' Using Equations 4.1,4.2 and 4.3, the maximand can be written 
where 
E 1 = A 1 t + p t·j t' Q 1 ( t + 1 ) Nt' 
(4.5) 
Fl = BIt + 2pQl(t+1)MtXNt + pLI(t+l)N t ' 
G1 = p[X'Mt'Ql(t+l)MtX + L1(t+l)MtX + K1(t+l) 
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- The evaluation of Equation 4.4 for a given value of X is thus a quad-
ratic programming problem with five variables and two constraints. It can 
be solved easily, provided the values of Ql(t+l)' Ll(t+l) and Kl(t+l) are 
known.* If it happens that the constraints on Y in this maximization are 
not encountered, then the maximizer y* is given by 
*This quadratic programmi ng problem can be put in the form 
Maximize F(y) (=Y/E Y 1 + yl Fl + Gl ) 
Subject to: CY ~ D, Y ~ 0, 
where (~ ~) C 1 0 0 = 0 0 
and (~~) ° = 
The solution procedure used is based on manifold suboptimization. It finds 
the exact optimal solution to problems of the form 
Maximize f(Y) 
Subject to: CY = 0, Y ~ 0, (1) 
where f is a concave continuously differentiable function. The optimal 
solution y* may have some zero components. We let 
T* = {iIY i* = O} 
We then note that y* solves the simpler problem: 
Maximize f(Y) 
Subject to: CY = 0, Y. = 0, 1 i £ T* (2) 
To solve (1), we iteratively solve problems of the form (2), where T changes 
-. from iteration to iteration. At each iteration, optimality is checked 
via the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. If the solution to (2) is not optimal for 
(1), an appropriate change in T is indicated, and the procedure is repeated. 
If the dimension of Y is d, then there are 2d possible choices for T. This 
is a finite number if d is finite. Therefore, since we can solve each prob-
lem of form (2) in a finite number of iterations, we can solve (1) in a 
finite number of iterations. 
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so that Vlt is a quadratic function of X. If this were always the case, we 
could expand Vlt explicitly in X and read off its coefficients Qlt' Llk and 
Klt . However, the constraints may be encountered, so Vlt is not quadratic 
in X. To approximate it by a quadratic form, we select a grid of points Xl' 
... , Xn in the state space at time t. We evaluate V1t at each of these 
points (by quadratic programming), and then determine the coefficients Qlt' 
Llt and Klt of the quadratic polynomial giving the least squares fit to Vlt 
" 
at the selected points. This two-step procedure--quadratic proqramminq 
followed by least squares approximation--provides value function coeffi-
cients Qlt' Llt , and Klt , assuming Ql(t+l)' Ll(t+l) and Kl(t+l) are known. 
At the same time, the procedure is used to obtain the auxiliary value func-
tion coefficients Qit , Lit and Kit for i = 2, ... , 6, since Vit(X) are given 
by 
V,'t(X) = Y*'E.Y* + Y*'F. + G. 
, " 
where y* is the maximizer in Equation 4.4 and 
2i = A;t + PNt'Q;(t+l)N t , 
f:; = Bit + 2pQ;{t+l)M t XN t + pLqt+1)N t , 
G; = p[X'Mt'Qi(t+l)MtX + L;(t+l)MtX + K;(t+l) 
+ <P t 'Qi(t+l)4>t J · 
Thus, the five auxiliary value functions are approximated by least squares 
on the same grid as is used for Vlt . 
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Starting with terminal value assumptions on Vil' i = 1, ... ,6, corres-
ponding to some year far in the future, we can repeat the backward induction 
steps described above to obtain first Vim' i = 1, ... , then Vi (m-1)' i = 1, 
. . . , 6, etc . After m steps, we obtain a new set V. , i = 1, ... , 6, this 
1m 
time corresponding to one year earlier. Continuing the cycle through the m 
periods each year until we get back to the present, we finally obtain the 
desired functions. Because of the use of discounting, it makes no difference 
what terminal value assumptions are made, provided we begin the backward in-
duction far enough in the future. 
Another viewpoint on the same calculation is the following. Because we 
are building a steady state model the value functions should be identical at 
times one year apart. Thus, for any fixed X, Vit(X) = Vi(t+m)(X), If r 
stands for m steps of backward induction as described above, then we must 
have 
rVit = Vit' i = 1, ... ,6; t = 1, ... , m. 
Starting with 
1 
mations Vit ' 
V n+l = it 
1 
any approximations Vit ' we can produce a sequence of approxi-
2 3 Vit ' Vit ' .. , by repeating r. Thus, 
When successive approximations are close enough to equal, they can be taken 
as the solution of 
This convergence does occur in the model, because of the presence of the 
discount factor p in the optimality principle (4.4). 
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4.6 Value of Information 
The quality of information' in our model is represented in the random 
* variables ¢t. A direct way of finding the value of improved information 
is as follows. Using ~t corresponding to the current information system, 
and the coefficients Qil , Lil' and Kil' i = 1, ... , 6, as determined by the 
dynamic programming procedure outlined above, one evaluates 
Vil(X) = X'Qil X + X:Lil + Kil' i = 1, ... ,6, 
for X equal to current stock levels at the beginning of the crop year. Then, 
using ¢t corresponding to the improved information system, one recalculates 
the coefficients and reevaluates Vil(X). The difference between these two 
calculations of Vil(X) is the present value of the improvement of information 
in category i, i = 1, ... ,6. In particular, for i = 1 and 1 = 2, one obtains 
total worldwide value of information, and value to the exporting unit, respec-
tively. 
A shortcut is possible in the procedure just outlined~ however, which re-
sults in a considerable saving of computational effort. The basic idea is 
that the difference in Vil(X) due to a change in the ¢t'S can be expressed in 
terms of the Qit'S alone (which do not depend on the ¢t's), without knowledge 
of the Lit'S or the Kit's. Because of this, it is not necessary to continue 
iterations of the dynamic programming procedure until convergence is achieved 
in all three coefficient arrays. It turns out that convergence is quite rapid 
in Qit , but slower in Lit' and very slow in Kit. Thus, it saves calculational 
effort to discontinue iterations as soon as convergence is achieved in Qit' 
Further, this dynamic programming calculation need be done only once, since 
its essential output, the array of Qit'S, is the same for the two information 
systems. The next few paragraphs work out these ideas in detail. 
* See Equation (4.1). 
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For a given period t, and a given value of X, let y* be the maximizer 
in the optimality principle 
Putting in y* and the state transformation, we obtain 
Since ~t has mean 0, this can be written 
where we have used the expansion (Equation 4.3) of Vi(t+l). Notice that 
the function f given by 
has the partial derivative d~ = p, which is independent of X. Thus, the 
dE 
least squares approximation to Vl(t) will be affected by 
only in its constant term, Klt . The total derivative of Vlt(X) with respect 
to E~+l consists of the partial derivative p plus the total derivative of 
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2 
with respect to Et +l . Using those expressions, we write the total deriva-
tives of the starting (time 1) value functions with respect to the stochastic 
parameter Ei+l of time t as follows. 
= 
m 1 -p 
Now let 6E~ be the difference in ~i in going from one information system to 
. another. Then the corresponding difference in Vil is given by 
1 
m l-p 
= ~ [1-mA~2 2-m ~r2 + ... + A~2 r p !.lLo 2 + p 3 !.lLo 1 ] 
Thus the annualized benefit in category i of the information 
represented by 
~BENEFIT. = l-m~r2 + ... + ~2:2 + 62: 2 1 P 2 P m' 1 
improvement is 
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Notice that this calculation of the value of improved information re-
quires only the Qit's and the variances and covariances of the ~tIS. It 
does not require the Kit terms from which the r~'s were extracted. Further, 
these Kit terms themselves affect neither the maximizers y* in the optimality 
principle, nor the variable terms in the least squares fit. Thus, the coef-
ficients Qit and Lit do not depend on any Kit' 
4.7 Grid for Value Function Approximation 
As mentioned in Section 4.5, a grid of points Xl' ... , Xn is selected 
in the state space for each time t, t = 1, ... , m. Initially, these grid 
points are selected by judgment, so that the points cover the expected range 
of variation of the state vector. After solution of the optimality princi-
ple (Equation 4.4), we can explicitly evaluate the state transformation, and 
thus track the development of the state vector through many years. Using 
Monte Carlo simulation we find the probability distribution of the state 
vector for each time t. Then we adjust the grid points to conform to this 
distribution, and repeat the procedure. This sequence--solution of optimal-
ity principle followed by simulation--is continued until converg~nce is at-
tained. 
At a given time t, the grid represents a discrete equiprobable distribu-
tion. If d is the dimension of the state space at time t, and n is the number 
of values of each coordinate represented in the grid, there are nd points in 
the grid. In each coordinate, the values are equally spaced. Such a grid 
is completely determined by the mean and standard deviation of each coordin-
ate. Thus, only these statistics are collected from the simulations and 
convergence is considered to be achieved when the means and standard devia-
tion of each coordinate at each time of year have stabilized. 
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5. APPLICATION TO WHEAT, CORN, AND SOYBEANS 
5. 1 Numerical Calculations for Wheat 
The crop year is divided into six periods, the first one beginning June 
1, when consumption may be taken from the new crop instead of from storage. 
In the United States, the exporting unit in the model, the production decision 
for winter wheat is considered to occur during the second period, and the 
first sowing is accomplished October 1, the starting date for the third period. 
The United States spring wheat production decision is considered to occur 
during the fifth period, with sowing accomplished April 1, the start of the 
sixth period. In the rest of the world, the importing unit of the model, 
three components of the annual wheat crop are considered. These are winter 
and spring wheat in the northern hemisphere, and winter wheat in the southern 
hemisphere. These northern hemisphere components are considered to be sowed 
October 1 and April 1 as in the United States, while sowing of the southern 
hemisphere crop is considered to be accomplished June 1, the beginning of the 
first period. 
The cost and demand function parameters are based on average quantities 
pr9duced and consumed in the two regions, and on elasticities of production 
and demand. 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 give these input quantities. The demand elasticities 
are from Bradford and Ke1ejian [6J, the cost elasticities of production were 
selected by calibrating the model with respect to historical price variabil-
ity, and the other data are based on USDA figures. From these data, we 
obtain the demand and cost function parameters given in Table 5.3. 
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TableS.l Average Annual Wheat Production by Time 
of Sowing, millions of metric tons 
Jun. 1 Aug. 1 Oc t. 1 Dec. 1 Feb. 1 Apr. 1 
United 0 0 42.5 0 0 7 . S 
States 
Rest of 24 0 249 0 0 27 
Wo rl d· 
, 
Table S.2 Elasticities, Average Prices and 
Annual Consumption for Wheat 
United States Rest of World 
Price Elasticity -,48 - . 16 
of Demand 
Cost Elasticity +.S +.S 
of Production 
Average 132 140 
Price 
Average 20 330 
Consumption 
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Table 5,.3 Parameters of Demand and Cost 
Functions for Wheat 
Function Slope Intercept 
U. S ; Demand* -80.8 407 
R.O,W. Demand* ..;;'15.8 1015 
U . S . Hinter Wheat 6.2 
-132 
Production** , 
U . S . Spring Hheat 35.2 -132 
Production** 
R. O. W. Winter Wheat 1. 1 2 -140 
Production** 
R.O.W. Spring Wheat 10.4 -140 
Production** 
R.O.W. Southern 11.6 -140 
Hemisphere Production** 
Transportation** .05 8 
*Price depending on quantity per period. 
**Cost depending on quantity per period. 
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The fin~l input required to run the model of Ch~pter 4 is the m~trix 
of forecast difference variances describing the performa.nce of the current 
information system. This is given in Table 5.4, together with the forecast 
difference variances describing an improved system used for illustrative 
value of information calculations. The current system description is based 
on ECONls analysis of published data over a l4-year period, as described 
in Chapter 2. The lIimproved system ll is one in which the variance of the 
error declines linearly to zero by April 1, the beginning of the final period, 
from a maximum of 405 {million tons)2 at June 1. This decline pattern pro-
duces a standard error of 6 percent at August 1 and this (base case) improved 
system does not provide any new capability on the United States crop. Running 
the model with the current information system, convergence is obtained with 
the grid parameters as shown in Table 5.5 and quadratic value function coeffi-
cients as shown in Table 5.6. 
The value functions are evaluated by taking the inner products of the 
coefficient arrays (Table 5.6) with the information variance arrays (as in 
Table 5.4). Actually, we are interested only in the differences in the value 
functions in going from one information system to another, so we form differ-
ences of the information variances, and take the inner products of these with 
the coefficient arrays. For example, the difference of the two variables 
arrays of Table 5.4 is 
(~ 0 0 0 0 0 a a a -1~72) a a a 848 81 81 81 81 
To find the benefit of this information improvement to the United States, 
we take the inner product of this array with the fourth array in Table 5.6, or 
Table 5.4 Description of Current and Improved Information 
Systems for Wheat 
Variance of Change in Production Estimate, (millions of tons)2 
Prior-June June -Aug. Aug.-Oct. Oct.-Dec. Dec.-Feb. Feb.-Apr. 
Current System 
United States 6.39 5.95 .354 .424 0 0.192 
Rest of World 895 0 0 0 0 1253 
Improved System 
United States 6.39 5.95 .354 .424 0 0.192 
Rest of World 1743 81 81 81 81 81 
Source: Tables 2.6 and 2.7 with addition of 5 percent residual error for R.O.W. Current System and 
choice of 6 percent Case in Table 2.7. 
co 
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Table 5.5 Grid Parameters at Convergence for Case of Wheat 
State Vector by Time of Year 
1 2 3 I 4 I 5 6 
Means: 
U . S . Stocks 52.3 45,:8 38.2 29. 1 18.8 7 . 1 
U.S. Growing 0 0 41. 6 41.1 42.2 49.6 
R.O.W. Stocks 311 .0 261 .8 211 .3 162.3 114.9 68.9 
R.O.W. Growing 0 0 242.5 242.5 242.5 269.4 
Standard Deviations 
U. S. Stocks 2.8 3.6 2.9 2.8 3.4 4.5 
U. S. Growing 0 0 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.2 
R.O.W. Stocks 8.4 30.5 27.5 24.5 21. 3 18.3 
R.O.W. Growing 0 0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.6 
co 
~ 
Table ~.6 Quadratic Term Coeffiticnts of Value run~tion5 for Wheat 
IIni ted States AIIY·-Oct. Oct.-Dec. Dec.-Feb. Feb. -Apr. Apr.-Jun. Jun. -/lug. Aug.-fkt. 
-
Consumers Gain -.020 -.om -.021 - .024 -.032 - .045 -.050 
-.015 -.01~ -.016 -.020 -.026 -.037 -.039 
Traders Gain -.58l! -.594 -.608 -.687 -.755 -.HIlO -1. 042 
.009 .009 .010 .002 .002 .002 -.002 
Producers Gaill .002 .002 .00l! .006 .ooe .009 .010 
.003 .003 .002 .007 .009 .011 .013 
Total Net Welfare -.600 -.612 -.627 -.706 -.780 -.916 -1. 082 
-.003 - .003 -.003 - .011 -.016 -.024 -.028 
Rest of World 
Consumers Gain -.421 -.431 -.446 -.554 -.681 -.860 -.991 
-.441 -.450 -.465 -.573 -.705 -.895 .-1. 037 
Traders Gaill .. 855 .872 .897 1.099 1.329 1.639 1. 923 
.282 .287 .297 .429 .595 .790 .926 
Producers Gain -.133 -.134 -.137 - . I P,8 -.251 -.311 -.3eO 
-.133 -.134 -. 137 -.181l -.251 -.311 -.381 
Total Net Welfare .300 .306 .314 .357 .3% .468 .552 
-.291 -.297 -.3011 -.332 -.362 -.1116 -.1191 
Total (Uni ted States 
and Rest of World) 
Consumers Gain -.441 -.451 -.466 -.578 -. ll3 -.905 -1. 041 
-.456 -.465 -.481 -.593 -.731 -.932 -1.076 
Traders Gain .272 .277 .289 .412 .574 .75B .lIfll 
.291 .296 .307 .430 .597 .791 .925 
Producers Gain -.131 -.133 -.136 -.182 -.244 -.302 -.370 
-.130 -. 131 -.134 -. 1 HI -.243 -.300 -.3Ilo 
Total Net Welfare -.300 -.306 
-.3D -.348 -.303 -.441l -.530 
-.2911 -.30n ··.:we -.343 -.377 -.1l1l0 -.519 
------ --- -- --- ------
Oct. -Occ. Dec. -Feh. 
-.07e -.110 
-.O~I -.066 
-1.1l!3 -1.l!12 
-.004 -.009 
.009 .000 
.015 .017 
- 1. 184 - 1.322 
- .040 -.0511 
-1. 1 73 -1. 368 
-1.249 -1.536 
2.223 2. !ill 
1.172 1.507 
-.443 -.~23 
-.443 -.5211 
.60B .6Bl 
-.5?0 -.553 
-1. 21111 -1.478 
-1.300 -1. 602 
1.100 1.360 
1.16R 1.49P, 
- .43:1 -.~23 
-.428 -.507 
-.57(. - .641 
-.!>61 -.611 
- --
reh.-I\pr. 
-!i.nl 
.164 
1.619 
- .423 
.135 
.n.m 
-3.527 
- . 2.?2 
10.975 
-3.579 
-7.039 
3.1119 
-2.1100 
-.H2O 
1.086 
-.580 
5.704 
-3.11 15 
-5.4HO 
3.396 
-2.665 
-.783 
-2.441 
-.H02 
-----
I 
I 
: 
i 
, 
ex:> 
N 
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( -.600 -.612 -.627 -.706 -.780 -.916 -1 . 082 . -1. 184 -1. 322 -3.527) 
-.003 -.003 -.003 -.011 -.016 -.024 -.028 -.040 -.058 -.222 
and obtain an annual benefit of 
$234.8 mill ion 
Similarly, we can find the benefit of this improvement to various classes 
of market agents in the United States or the rest of the world by using the 
appropriate arrays from Table 5.6. The results of these calculations are 
given in Table 5.7, for the case of the particular conditions described 
above (Case 1) and for two alternative cases. 
The United States benefit is realized through gains from world trade. 
~~'mentioned above, the benefit does not rest with the traders, but is 
passed on to farmers and consumers in a competitive market system with public 
information: to farmers since in free trade they will sell only at the 
!Icorrect" market pri ce whi ch inc1 udes export opportuniti es; to consumers 
since in competitive markets possible initial "excess" profits will be 
passed on to consumers (particularly given the ease of entry into commodity 
trading) and, secondly, the general benefit accruing to consumers from free 
world trade, where the relative costs from exports are always more than 
offset by the relative gains from increased imports. 
Whereas, the total net gains to the United States can be determined 
quite precisely--within the range of sensitivities explored in Chapter 6--
the final share in these benefits by consumers and farmers is much more 
difficult to determine and extremely sensitive to even small changes in 
assumptions and parameter values [6J. Claims to the cOntrary, e.g. that 
only farmers, or consumers, or traders would unduly benefit from improved 
public information should be regarded with caution. 
Table 5.7 Benefits of Improved Information on Wheat by Classes of 
Mar,ket Agents, -millions of 1975 dollars annually 
United States 
Consumers' Gain 
Traders' Gain 
Producers' Gain 
Total Net Welfare 
Rest of World 
Consumers' Gain 
Traders' Gain 
Producers' Gain 
Total Net Welfare 
Total Net Gain 
(United States and 
Rest of World) 
* 
Case 1* 
(6%) 
[
-
230** 
497 
. -32 
235 
** 
,... 3214-' 
-3616 
\,., 614 .. 
212 
447 
Case 2* . 
(3%) 
~236J** 524 -35 
253 
** 
,... 3504J 
-3934 -
688 
258 
511 
Case 3* (9%) 
[3D220 ** 452 
-27 
205 
** 
r-
273D 
-3085 
49 
136 
341 
Case 4* 
(GE) 
[
-233J** 
530 
-40 
258 
** 
- 3751J 
-4222 
794 ... 
322 
580 
Residual standard errors of current system assumed to be 5 percent in rest 
** 
of the world and zero in the United States. 
Numbers in [] brackets show first order effects only. In a competitive 
market system and pUbJiC information all benefits are expected to accrue 
to farmers (producers and consumers without ~ relative gains or losses 
to traders. 
00 
.j:::o 
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* The United States benefit is realized through the trader's income. 
In terms of price stability, improved information enables the United States 
to absorb some of the excessive price fluctuations of the world market. The 
rest of the world pays for this service through its purchase of United States 
exports. 
That indeed farmers and consumers are the ultimate beneficiaries of 
improved public crop information is borne out by their respective insistence 
for precisely such public information and the general support that such 
activities (e.g., the Statistical Reporting Service and Foreign Agriculture 
Service of the USDA) have found over many decades--particularly in the 
United States. If anything the criticism from both groups--farmers and con-
sumers--has been that not enough good information has been made public. 
Both farmers and consumers of crops are numerous enough to guarantee 
a widespread, general impact of these benefits throughout all of the United 
States. No group seems particularly favored by improved crop information, 
if it is made public. 
If the information were not made public, then indeed the gains from 
improved information might be restricted to the few traders--public or 
private--who have access to such information. The best way to assure the 
widest and broadest impact of improved crop information--and to avoid any 
misuse of such information--is to publish it. 
The "cases" of improved information systems used for the calculations 
reported in Table 5.7 are the following: 
Case 1. Fractional standard error, 6 percent at August 1 in the 
rest of the world. No improvement over current system in 
the United States. This case is detailed in Table 5.4. 
* As mentioned above, the benefit does not rest with the traders, but is 
eventually passed on to farmers and consumers. 
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Case 2. Fractional standard error 3 percent on August 1 in rest 
of the worl d. United States same as Case 1. 
Case 3. Fractional standard error 9 percent on August 1 in rest 
of the world. United States same as Case 1. 
Case 4. General Electric "Sigma Squared" results. 
In each of these cases, the current information system is as described 
as in Table 5.4. This description incorporates the assumption that the 
I res idua1" standard error after all published estimates, including those 
published after the crop year, is 5 percent in the rest of the world, or 
15 million tons, and zero in the United States. Data do not presently exist 
to tie down this residual error precisely, but it may well be greater than 
5 percent. (See Appendix A2 for further discussion of this point.) 
5.2 Numerical Calculations for Corn and Soybeans 
As in the case of wheat, we divide the crop year into six periods. For 
corn, the crop year is considered to begin October 1. We consider the world 
c~op in three components. United States production, for which the production 
decision is made during the fourth period (April 1 - June 1) and the first 
sowing is accomplished by June 1; rest of the world production in the northern 
hemisphere, following the same calendar; and rest of the world production 
decision is made during the first period (October 1 - December 1) and the 
first sowing is accomplished by December 1. 
The calendar for soybeans is similar to the one for corn--the only 
difference is that each event takes place one month earlier. Thus, the crop 
year begins September 1, and one begins tracking the growing crops in March 
in the northern hemisphere and November in the southern hemisphere. 
The input data for ·the corn and soybeans calculations are given in 
Table 5.8 and 5.9. These are just as used in the distribution study [2J. 
~ 
Table 5.8 
1 
U.S. 0 
Corn 
R.O.W. 0 
U.S. 0 
Soybean 
... R.O.W. 0 
Average Annual Corn and Soybeans 
Production by Period of Sowing 
millions of metric tons 
Period 
2 3 4 
0 0 0 
33.8 0 0 
0 0 0 
10.08 0 0 
--- - - --------
5 
145.0 
136.3 
40.11 
11 .08 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ex> 
-...J 
Demand 
U.S. -.36 
Corn 
R.O.H. -.36 
U.S. 
- .4 
Soybean 
R. 0 .l~. 
- .4 
Table 5.9 Elasticities, Average Prices and 
Annual Consumption for Corn and 
Soybeans 
Elasticity Price 
Production $ / ton 
+.5 124 
+.5 134 
+.5 220 
+.5 230 
Consumption 
millions of tons 
115 
200.1 
24.1 
37.2 
I 
I 
co 
co 
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The variances describing the current information systems are given in Table 
5.10. These are based on the statistical analyses of the distribution study, 
with two changes. The variance sequence for corn in the present study in-
corporates an explicit assumption that the residual standard error of the 
rest of the world estimate is five percent. And in the case of soybeans, 
the data from the distribution study are adapted to our six-period model. 
The distribution model was used with four periods per year. Variances 
describing improved systems having standard error at time 1 of 6 percent 
and 3 percent on the rest of the world crop are also given in Table 5.11. 
Coefficients of the United States total value function after conver-
gence of the model are given in Table 5.11. When these are combined with 
the information system variances, benefits to the United States are calcu-
lated as given in Table 5.12. 
Table 5.10 Description of Current and Improved Information 
Systems for Corn and Soybeans 
. -- ------ .. 
Variance of Change in Production Estimate. (millions of tons)2 
Improved Sys tem Improved System 
CUI'rent System (6X) (3%) 
U.S, R,O.W. U.S. R. O.~!. U. S. R.O.W. 
-------. 
Corn 
Prior-Apr. 0 98 0 0 0 0 
/lpr.-Jun. 132.37 18.4 132.37 0 132.37 0 
Jun. -/lU!!. 66.69 120.7 66.69 0 66.69 0 
/lug. -Oc t. 35.61 360.7 35.61 2319 35.61 2397.8 
Oct.-Dec. '10.24 9114.3 10.24 0 10.24 0 
Dec.-Feb. 0 323.9 0 0 0 0 
Feb.-/lpr. 0 .1 51 . 11 0 0 0 0 
Apr. -,Iun. 0 149.7 0 0 0 0 
Jun.-Final 7.93 216.3 7.93 104.8 7.93 26.04 
Soybeans 
Prior-Mar. IL09 0 8.09 0 Il. 09 0 
Mar.-May 0 0 0 0 0 0 
May.-.Jul. 6.58 0 6.58 0 6.58 0 
Jul.-Sep. 6.66 0 6.66 8.5 6.66 9.71 
Sep.-Nov 0 6.7 0 0 0 0 
Nov.-Jan. 1.2/f 0 1.24 0 1.24 a 
Jan.-Mar. a a 0 0 0 a 
Mal'. -May 0 0 0 a 0 a 
May-Final 
.13 3.41 .13 1.61 . 1 3 0.4 
~ 
a 
Table!>.!! Quadratic Term Coefficients of United States Total Value Functions for Corn and Soybeans. 
Coefficient of Corn 
. 
U.S. Variances .000 -.155 -. 166 - . 169 -. 186 -. 192 -.199 -. 199 -.233 -.249 
R.O.W. Variances .043 .054 .055 .056 .060 .061 .060 .060 .060 - . 196 
Coefficient of Soybeans 
U.S. Variances 0 -3.923 -4.072 -4.299 -5.000 -5.510 - 6. 1 38 - 6. 1 38 -7.926 -28.280 
R,O.W. Variances -. 175 -.768 -.760 -.853 - 1 .065 -1 .294 -1.597 -1 .597 -2.339 -3.774 
~ 
Table 5.12 Unites States Benefits of Improved 
Information on Corn and. Soybeans, 
millions of 1975 dollars annually 
Improved 
System 
Case 1 (6%) 
Case 2 (3%) 
Case 3 (1.5%) 
Corn 
48.0 
87.3 
97.0 
Soybeans 
6.68 
10.21 
11 .09 
92 
93 
6. COMMENTS ON NUMERICAL RESULTS AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSES 
The benefits of improved information quoted above are all "integrated 
benefits," that is, they are based on simultaneous response of production 
decisions and distribution decisions to the information available in the 
markets. There is no meaningful way to decompose the benefits into components 
referring to distribution and production separately. Thus, the methods of 
this report and its numerical results supersede, rather than supplement, the 
results of the ECON distribution studies. 
The following is an analysis of the sensitivity to variations in selec-
ted input quantities of the results presented in Chapter 5. We present only 
the effects of these variations on the total United States benefits and total 
rest of the world benefits, and only for the case of wheat. 
The sensitivity analyses are performed with respect to the following 
parameters: demand elasticity in the United States; demand elasticity in 
the rest of the world; production elasticity; residual error of rest of the 
world production estimate (current system); and discount rate. In each case, 
the improved (LACIE) information system is assumed to provide production 
estimates of 6 percent standard error at August 1 for the rest of the world, 
and to provide no change in accuracy for the United States. 
Some research to date indicates that LANDSAT data may be helpful also 
for domestic (U.S.) wheat crop estimation. Any capability of such improve-
ments will add to total U.S. benefits. (For reference see [3J.) 
Table 6.1 gives the ranges for the selected parameters. The base case 
values are underlined. Table 6.2 gives the results of varying these param-
eters individually. 
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Table 6. 1 Range of Parameters for 
Sensitivity Analyses 
(Base Case Underlined) 
Parameter Range 
Demand Elasticity 
United States -.3 , -.48 , -1.0 
-
Rest of World -.08 , -.16 , -.32 
-
Production Elasticity .25 , .5 , 1.0 
-
-
Residual Error in 
Rest of World 2% , 5% , 8% 
-
Annual Discount Rate 6% , 10% 
-
Parameter Varied 
from Base Case 
R.O.W. Residual 
Error 
R.O.W. Residual 
Error 
Demand Elasticity 
(U.S., R.O.W.)" 
Demand Elasticty 
(U. S. ~ R.O.W. ) 
Demand Elasticity 
(U.S., R.O.H.) 
Production 
E1 asti city 
Production 
E1 asti city 
,c,nnua 1 Discount 
Rate 
Base Line 
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Table 6.2 Sensitivity of United States and 
Rest of the World Benefits to 
Variations in Parameters 
Value of Varied 
Parameter 
2% 
8% 
-.3 , -.08 
-1.0 , -.32 
- . 1 , -.32 
.25 
1.0 
6% 
(See Tables 5.1-5.2) 
"United States 
Benefit, 
$ millions 
189 
296 
173 
479 
351 
259 
211 
137 
2j5 
Rest of World 
Benefit, 
$ mi 11 ions 
170 
286 
223 
240 
207 
157 
244 
105 
212" 
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We notice that the benefit is quite sensitive to the demand elasticities, 
and less sensitive to the elasticities of production. As the absolute value 
of the United States demand elasticity increases, the United States benefit 
also increases, while an increase in the absolute value of the rest of the 
world demand elasticity produces a decline in benefits. As for production 
elasticity, the less production is able to respond to price changes, the 
greater the value of improved information. The benefits respond significant-
ly to variations in the discount rate. This is not surprising since the 
discount rate determines the cost of holding inventories, and a fundamental 
source of benefit is the improved management of inventory levels. The 
sensitivities are illustrated in Figure 6.1. 
If the discount rate were 0, inventory holding would be close to free, . 
so inventories would be very large and timely information or production 
would be of no particular importance. 
This finding is of particular significance since it demonstrates the 
role of improved information for economic systems with scarce resources 
(i.e. high opportunity costs of capital): the higher the real interest 
rate of an economic system, the greater the gains from improved information. 
In the United States this rate has been set at 10 percent by the Office of 
Management and Budget for purposes of government project evaluation. 
Baseline 
Benefits 
($234.8) 
Millions of 
1975 0011 ars 
$400 
$300 ~ 
$200 
$100 ~ 
o 
$479 
C!,-~ $351 
~~ $296 
( -_. "- rlln 1A I \:.;:;L -t- $ 2 5 9 
(1.0)~ $211 
I r l. I ...,... l\1l"\~ 
$173 Production 
emand Elasticity 
Elasticities 
(US, ROW) 
Figure 6.1 Sensitivity of Benefit Estimates to 
Changes in Key Economic Parameters 
~T $350 (by extrapolation) 
~ ~ I -,-$258 
~.l $137 
Interest 
Rates 
\0' 
......, 
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APPENDIX Al THE ECON VALUE~OF-INFORMATlON MODELS " 
Since early 1974~ ECON, Incorporated has been undertaking research for 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration on the value of improved 
agriculture crop information with particular attention to wheat. During that 
time, numerous reports have been submitted to NASA summarizing various aspects 
of the research effort. This appendix provides a brief bibliography and 
description of the reports, and outlines the approach taken in each. 
A.2.l 
A.2.2 
A.2.3 
A.2.4 
A.2.5 
A.2.6 
A.2.7 
A.2.8 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE ECON REPORTS ON THE VALUE OF 
IMPROVED CROP INFORMATION 
The Value of Improved (ERS) Information Based on Domestic Distribu-
tion Effects of U.S. Agriculture Crops, Report No. 74200210, 
Volume III, Part II, August 31, 1974. 
The Integrated Impact of Improved (ERS) Information on U.S. Agri-
cultural Commodities, Report No. 74200210, Volume III, Part III, 
October 31., 1974. 
The Value of Domestic Production Information in Consumption Rate 
Determination for Wheat, Soybeans and Small Grains, Report No. 
751273, August 31, 1975. 
The Value of Information for Crop Forecasting in a Market System, 
Report No. 751222A, August 31,1975. 
The Value of Information for Crop Forecasting in a Market System 
with International Trade: Theory and Empirical Results, Report 
No. 751222C, August 31, 1975. . 
United States Benefits of Improved Worldwide Wheat Crop Informa-
tion From a Landsat System, Report No. 76-122-1B, January 31, 1976. 
United States Benefits of Improved Worldwide Wheat Crop Informa-
tion From a Landsat System:Overv;ew, Report No. 76-122-1A, 
January 30, 1976. . 
A Distribution Benefits Model for Improved Information on World-
wide Crop Production: Application to Wheat (Volume I), Report 
No. 76-104-1A, August 31, 1976. 
A.2.9 
A.2.l0 
A.2.11 
A.2.12 
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Application to Various Crops (Volume II), Report 
No. 76-104-1B, August 31, 1976. 
A Cost-Benefit Evaluation of the Landsat Follow-On Program, Working 
Paper prepared for NASA/GSFC under Contract No. NASW-2558, Septem-
ber 15, 1976. 
Technical Issues: Distribution Study (A Set of Eight Appendices 
to A.2.1), August 31,1974. 
Sensitivity Analysis of the ECON Agriculture Information Models, 
Report No. 76-102-1A, August 31, 1976. 
TECHNICAL APPROACHES 
There are two major technical approaches with minor variations in each. 
, . 
These have come to be known as the Distribution Model and the Production 
Model, although these terms no longer accurately reflect the nature or method-
ology of the two approaches. A better terminology would be "Stochastic 
Optimization Model" for the former and "Econometric Simulation Model II for the 
latter. We will refer to these as SOM and ESM in the following lines. 
A. 2. 1 
A.2.2 
A.2.3 
A.2.4 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ECON REPORTS ON THE VALUE OF IMPROVED CROP 
INFORMATION 
This report laid the foundation for the SOM approach. It devel-
oped the economic theory of the value of crop information in a 
market economy and applied the SOM method with finite planning 
horizon to a closed verisio.n of the U.S. wheat economy--exports 
were treated exogenously. In this report a Monte Carlo simula-
tion of U.S. wheat production was employed. 
An early ESM study of world wheat and soybeans information with 
no separation of individual nations. 
In this report, ECON extended the SOM methodology for a closed 
U.S. economy to infinite planning horizons, and discovered a more 
elegant (mathematical) solution of the optimization. Application 
to wheat, soybeans and small grains. All production and exports 
were treated exogenously. 
This report contains analysis of a group of two-period market 
models which develops, in detail, the theory of how different in-
ventory decision rules impact the economic welfare of consumers, 
producers, inventory-holders through a market system. The inven-
tory decision rules are either "open-loop" or "closed-loop" and 
A.2.5 
A.2.6 
A.2.7 
A.2.8 
A.2.9 
A. 2.1 0 
A. 2. 11 
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relate to either "naive" or "sophisticated" forecasts of the sup-
ply of wheat in the next pe"riod giving rise to four cases. 
Extended the SOM methodology to a two-country world with one-way 
trade (the U.S. is assumed never to import). Application to wheat. 
Quarterly time grid. Open-loop decisions in determination of in-
ventories and exports assumed. The stochastic optimization was 
not fully solved; instead a set of standard harvest patterns were 
selected and, based on these, the decisions were optimized. 
Applied ESM to a two-country world with one-way trade on a monthly 
grid. Thirteen econometric equations estimated including U.S. and 
Rest of World acreage response to prices. Thus the "production 
effect" was explicitly included in this model. Economic benefits 
were estimated for a Landsat system with a goal of ninety percent 
accuracy of wheat production forecasts ninety percent of the time. 
An executive summary of A.2.6. 
This report improved the solution techniques in the SOM methodology 
for a two-country world with one-way trade, and developed the mathe-
matics for closed-loop decision making with infinite horizon. Pro-
duction treated exogenously. Application to wheat distribution 
effects of improved crop information. (Volume I) 
Volume II applied the techniques of A.2.8 to corn, potatoes, sugar, 
soybeans and small grains. 
A summary of economic analyses performed by ECON of a number of 
earth observation applications of Landsat including the agricul-
tural ones. 
A set of eight technical appendices to A.2.l .with subject matter 
as follows: 
Appendix A Estimating the Demand Function for Wheat: Total 
Domestic Disappearance and Human Uses Only 
Appendix B The Marginal Cost of Holding Wheat Inventories 
Appendix C The Derivation of the Value of Improved Measurements 
Appendix D Monte Carlo Simulation of Wheat Markets 
Appendix E The Harvest Patterns for Gra ins: 1969 
Appendix F The Variances of the Error Terms Due to Nature 
Appendix G The Value of Reducing the Time Delay in Obtaining 
Information 
Appendix H Basic Data Sources 
A.2.l2 
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The sensitivity report reviewed fifteen major theoretical issues 
which had been raised by reviewers of the earlier reports, and 
analyzed mathematically and numerically the sensitivity of the 
economic benefits to the parametric values such as demand elas-
ticities, and the theoretical assumptions. 
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APPENDIX A2 THE ACCURACY OF CROP PRODUCTION FORECASTS 
A2.l Information 
Although crop production forecasting by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture is over a hundred years old, and although the importance of 
the forecasts for decision making is widely recognized, there is 
surprisingly little published work on the accuracy of the forecasts. 
There is a tendency on the part of those who have responsibility for 
producing forecasts to shy away from thorough evaluation of the quality 
of their work. Anyone who has tried to discuss the accuracy of fore-
casts with a forecaster will probably recognize this defensive attitude, 
and have his own pet theory for its existence. In the daily weather 
forecasts on television, for ~nstarice, one sees this attitude frequently 
displayed in the uneasy banter between the anchorman and the meteorol-
ologist. While not wishing to indulge in speculation on a sociological 
phenomenon, we want to start this essay with an unequivocal statement 
concerning the basis for our criti~al approach towards forecasting. 
• Forecasting is difficult. While there exists a body of 
scientific techniques (see Theil's book [6J for a good review of 
economic forecasting), the construction of a public forecast still 
remains an art to some extent . 
• We do not claim that there is necessarily a better way 
to achieve accurate and timely crop production forecasts in the 
United States. In fact, the existing American crop production forecasts 
are seen to be remarkably good when compared with similar forecasts in 
other countries. 
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• While individual crop forecasts may, in years with unusual 
economic or weather conditions, prove to be seriously in error, the 
characteristics of forecasts over a number of years, when compared with 
final estimates of the same quantity after harvest, should conform to 
certain logical principles. 
Any well established forecast should involve, at the very least, 
the use of a scientifically desig~ed sample and a statistical analysis 
of the data collected in that sample. Evaluation of the forecasts, 
ex post facto, is possible, and indeed desirable if the forecasting 
procedure meets these minimum standards. The responsible agency can use 
the evaluation to improve the quality of its forecasts in many cases, or 
if no change in forecasting procedures is indicated, to defend itself 
against critics in "bad" years. 
In the next section we will review the existing federal government 
evaluation reports and published articles in professional journals on 
the accuracy of the United States crop production forecasts. Foremost 
among these is the 1972 study by Gunnelson, Dobson and Pamperin [1] 
which did address the accuracy issue and analyzed USDA crop forecasts 
for the years 1929 to 1970 in seven commodities, including spring and 
winter \·,heat. They found: 
"USDA crop forecasts have become more accurate over 
time and exhibit desirable properties when appraised by 
the three criteria. Although this study re~ealed no serious 
inadequacies in the crop forecasts, the analysis identified 
a few persistent inaccuracies in the forecasts. Specifically, 
USDA tends to (1) underestimate crop size, (2) underestimate 
the size of changes in production from year-earlier levels, 
particularly when the changes are large, and (3) undercom-
pensate for errors in previous forecasts when developing 
revised crop production forecasts. USDA officials and others 
responsible for improving the forecasts may wish to take these 
problems into account when methods of further improving the 
accuracy of the forecasts are considered. Users also 
might take account of these tendencies when developing 
expectations concerning future crop production and price 
1eve1s. 11 
In subsequent sections, we analyze the wheat production forecasts 
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for eleven wheat producing countries using a common evaluation criterion 
and considering only published forecasts from 1953 to 1974. This 
analysis serves as a basis for construction of a Monte Carlo simulation 
of improved wheat forecasts based on the LACIE goals. Results of the 
simulation are evaluated and compared with the actual forecasts for the 
same crop. 
A2.2 Review of Literature 
H. Theil, in Economic Forecasts and Policy [6J noted the wide 
prevalence amongst business forecasts of the tendency to underestimate 
changes, and developed a statistic to detect this common prediction 
error. Gunne1son et a1 [lJ used Theil's R-statistic as one of their 
three criteria for evaluating the USDA forecasts. Their evaluation 
found that the percentage of satisfactory (0<R<2) first forecasts ranged 
from 61 percent to 75.6 percent, but that, of these, 62 percent under-
estimated the amount of change in production. They also found that 
the accuracy of first forecasts has lIimproved moderately in recent 
years, II whil e second revi s ions show stronger evi dence of improvement 
in performance. They consider the absolute level of percentage fore-
casting error in USDA crop forecasts to be acceptable, with the possible 
exception of the 9 to 11 percent errors in first forecasts for some 
crops, including wheat and corn. See Table A2.1 for these results. 
The General Accounting Office's 1975 report to the Congress [2] 
Table A2.l Size of Average A~90lute Percentage 
Forecastin9 E~rcr in ~~DA Crop F~rccast8 
by Commodity and Forcca5t Month, 1929-1970a 
t ~ :- -----=======o:a=======f 
Absolute Erro)- by Forecas~ Month 
Commodity ~cccmber Aprll Hay June July August Septe~ber Octo~er November 
Barley 
Corn 
Oats 
Potatoes 
Soybeans 
Spring Wheat 
Hinter Wheatd 11.5 8.5 
(Percer.t,sgcs) 
7.6 6.9 
7.1 
9.2 
.: Q . ~ 
10.7 
4.0 
3.1 2.2 
5.9 Ltl 2.8 2.0 
2.9 2.4 
5.5 4.5 3.2 2.6 
5.6 b . .. 1 0 ;J._ 3. 7Q 2.ge 
0.7 3.0 2.B 
2.1 
"rorccasting error equals the c:.bsolul:~ difference betweell . .:he forecast alld the December 
revised estimate expre5~e~ <19 a pcrcerlt3ge of ih~ December revised estimate. 
b Percentages computed fr0m dilta for 1944-1970. 
c Pc~ccntages computed from data for 1940-1970. 
dError percentages for· D·.'!cl~nll)l!r I~.illter I,'hent forecasts co::-m"Jted fro", data for 1942-1970. 
Error pcrccntil'.les Cor other \dnlc~ 1111l!.\t LH"ccast rr.0nths C;)r.!putec! :rom 1920-1970 data. 
Source; G. Gunnclson, \-•. 0. 1)0\):;011 lInd ·S. Pamp<lrilll !\n _lI,n~sJ.s of the 
Ac.£~ra~.y' of USDA Cl-Ill'_.~~~E..::':" l\1!lerican Journ,ll of r,gricultural 
Economics, Novcmber·1~72. 
--' 
o 
0'1 
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on the need to improve agricultural commodity information reviewed the 
forecasts of acres harvested, yield, production, demand, prices and 
exports for recent years with particular attention to wheat and corn. 
The report found that IIwheat and corn production forecasts were not very 
accurate in some of the marketing years we reviewed. 1I But, for reasons 
detailed in the GAO's own discussions of acres harvested and yield, any 
crop production forecasting procedure will encounter some bad years. 
The evaluation analysis should not focus on the outliers (i.e., excep-
tionally large errors) but should instead report statistics based on 
many years as Gunnelson et al did. Thus we consider that the GAO 
report failed to provide a useful quantitative basis for its recommend-
ations. This is not saying that their conclusions or recommendations 
were wrong; in fact we agree with most of them. There is, in our 
opinion, a need for periodic evaluation of the accuracy of the USDA 
forecasts as the GAO report recommends on page 22, but the technique 
for evaluating the forecasts should be much more analytical than the 
GAO report's own evaluation. 
Very recently, in connection with the Office of Management and Budgets' 
Information Baseline for the LACIE Project, Fred Warren of USDA has prepared 
an analysis of the accuracy of wheat, acreage and yield production [3J. The 
* standard errors of forecasts (deviations from final estimates ) are examined 
for acreage, yield and production of winter wheat, spring wheat and all 
wheat. Forecast bias (systematic error) is treated in terms of the mean of 
the error and the coefficient of variation of forecast errors is used as a 
* Postharvest estimates as published in December Crop Report of USDA. 
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measure of accuracy. This is very similar to the analytic technique which 
we have used (see Section A2.3) as we believe it is the correct one for the 
purpose of comparison with new technology forecasts. Some of the results 
of comparison with new technoloQY forecasts. Some of the results 
obtained by Warren are reproduced here as Tables A2.2-A2.4. Note that 
the sample years selected for analysis by Warren are 1966 to 1975. 
Given the important changes in wheat economics in the last few years, 
the choice of sample is significant. Trends in acreage, yield and 
production do not influence forecast error analysis when the 
percentage deviations from final estimate are under consideration rather 
than the absolute deviations. But the difficulty of accurate crop 
forecasting has surely increased in the 1970s due to anomalous 
weather in several recent years and turbulent econolnic conditions. 
The future may resemble these "difficult" years more than the relatively 
stable period from the end of World War II to 1966. However, this 
point is not discussed in the Warren report. Since some of the current 
published SRS forecasts which could be subjected to error analysis did 
not exist in earlier years, and presumably some of the underlying 
procedures used to construct the forecasts have also changed, there 
may not have been much choice as to the period sampled for forecast 
error analysis. 
The Task Force on Agricultural Forecasting [4J applied Theil IS 
R-statistic to winter wheat forecasts in three crop reporting districts 
in Kansas and found considerably less propensity to underestimate the 
size of the crop than at the national level. No explanation was offered. 
Table A2.2 Relative Forecast Errors of USDA/SRS Estimates of Acreage, Yield, and Production 
of all Winter Wheat, United States, 1966-1975 
Probability of Forecast 
Forecast Mean Forecast Error CV of Forecast Error* Error** 
Date Area Yield Prod. Area Yield Prod. Area Yield Prod. 
percent of final percent of final percent 
Previous 
Dec.*** -1. 5 1.4 -0.3 2.2 6.7 6.6 >99.9 86 87 
(94) (54) (55) 
May 1 -1. 0 0.5 -0.5 1.5 7.8 7.0 >99.9 80 85 
(99.6) (48) (52) 
June 1 -1. 0 0.5 -0.6 1.6 6.8 5.7 >99.9 86 92 
99.4 89 82 
July -0.2 0.2 0.0 1.3 3.1 3.7 >99.9 >99.9 99.3 
(>99.9) (89) (82) 
Aug 1 -0.1 0.3 0.3 1.2 0.7 1.5 >99.9 >99.9 >99.9 
(>99.9) (>99.9) (99.9) 
Sept 1 -0.1 0.5 0.4 1.2 0.5 1.1 >99.9 >99.9 >99.9 
(>99.9) (> 99.9) (> 99.9) 
*The coefficient of variation (cv = standard error 7 mean) measures the relative precision of estimate. 
**The probability that a random selection of relative forecast errors from the universe defined by the 
study period would be less than ten per~ent (probabilities of error less than five percent in 
parentheses). 
***Estimates are for acres planted and average yield per acre planted. 
o 
\D 
Table A2.3 Relative Forecast Errors of USDA/SRS Forecast Estimates of Area, Yield, and 
Production of all Spring Wheat, United States, 1966-1975 
Forecast 
Date 
Mean Forecast Error CV of Forecast Error* 
Probability of Forecast 
Error** 
Area Yield Prod. Area Yield Prod. Area Yield Prod. 
percent of final percent of final percent 
Apr 1*** -1. 5 5.3 93 
(64) 
July 1 -0.6 2.5 1.6 2.3 14.0 12.2 1 >99.9 34 58 (96) (28) (32) 
Aug 1 -0.7 -0.5 -1. 3 2. 1 8.0 6.0 "I >99.9 79 86 
(97.6) (47) (54 ) 
Sept 1 -0.7 0.0 -0.8 2. 1 2.3 1.6 1 >99.9 >99.9 >99.9 (97.6) (97.0) (99.6) 
Oct. 1 -0.7 0.1 -0.6 2.1 1.6 2.1 I >99.9 >99 .. 9 >99.9 
(97.6) (99.8) (97.8) 
*The coefficient of variation (cv = standard error 7 mean) measures the relative precision of estimate. 
**The probability that a random selection of relative forecast errors from the universe defined by the 
study period would be less than ten percent (probabilities of error less than five percent in 
parentheses). 
***Farmer's intentions to plant spring wheat, report issued in mid-March prior to 1971. 
--' 
o 
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Table A2.4 Relative Forecast Errors of USDA/SRS Estimates of Acreage, Yield, and Production 
of all Wheat, United States, 1966-1975. 
Probability of Forecast 
Forecast Mean Forecast Error CV of Forecast Error* Error ** 
Date Area Yield Prod. Area Yield Prod. Area Yield Prod. 
percent of final percent of final percent 
July 1 -0.3 0.6 0.3 1.4 4.5 4. 1 >99.9 97.2 98.5 
>99.9) (73) (98) 
Aug 1 -0.3 0.2 -0.1 1.3 2. 1 1.6 >99.9 >99.9 >99.9 
(>99.9) (98.2) (99.8) 
Sept. 1 -0.3 0.4 0.1 1.3 0.8 1.0 >99.9 >99.9 >99.9) 
(>99.9) {>99.9} (>99.9) 
*The coefficient of variation (cv = standard error 7 mean) measures the relative precision of estimate. 
**The probability that a random select"ion of relative forecast errors from the universe defined by the 
study pericd would be less than ten percent (probabilities of error less than five percent in 
pa rentheses). 
--' 
--' 
-' 
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Presumably, if all the CRD1s were examined, one would have to find a 
greater propensity to underestimate crop size in some of them. 
Proceeding less mysteriously, the Task Force found that forecast error 
"seems to be smoothed as data is aggregated," based on a comparison of 
percentage forecast errors in Winter wheat at the Kansas CRD, the state 
of Kansas and the national levels in the 1960 1 s. 
A2.3 ECON Analysis of USDA Wheat Production Forecasts 
The purpose of the analysis is to provide a baseline for comparison 
with the "improved"forecasts which may result from operational imple-
mentation of the LACIE goals. Interest centers on production forecasts 
of all wheat for economic reasons [5]. When the wheat model reported 
in [5] was being developed, the sample period 1960-1974 was in use for 
all wheat producing countries included in the model. Since June forecasts 
of all wheat were discontinued by SRS in 1968, it was necessary to 
"construct" thern from the June \',i nter wheat forecast and the fi rst 
foreca~t of spring wheat in July for 1968 to 1974. After discussions 
with the SRS staff, it was felt that this procedure impaired the 
validity of our analysis. 
The improved procedure adopted as a result of these discussions is 
as foll ows: 
For those years (1968-1974) in which no June forecast for all wheat 
production was published by USDA, we applied a correction factor (see 
below) to the June winter wheat forecast to obtain the best constructed 
June forecast for all wheat. 
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The correction factor was estimated from the ratios of the July all 
wheat forecast to the July winter \'/heat forecast by averaging the ratios 
over the years 1969-1973. Its value ;s 1. 296. 
United States Department of Agriculture July (in millions of bushels) 
Forecasts 
(1) (2) (3) (4 ) 
Year All Wheat Winter Wheat Ratio of (2) to (3) 
1969 1425 1152 1.237 
1970 1349 1094 1.233 
1971 1548 1117 1.386 
1972 1551 1195 1 .298 
1973 1749 1320 1.325 
1969-73 7622 5878 1 .296 
Table A2.5 shows the SRS forecast data and final estimates for United 
* States all wheat production. We dated the final estimates May of the 
postharvest year, thereby ignoring the true duration of the time period 
for revisions of the published final estimates. 
If forecasts are to be correct on the average, i.e., unbiased, the 
mean error estimated from the sample should be nearly zero. Deviations 
from zero of the mean indicate a systematic tendency to underestimate 
or overestimate the crop production assuming that the final estimate 
itself is unbiased. Table A2.6 shows that the June forecast for all 
wheat ~roduction tended to underestimate the harvest in 1953 to 1967, 
as noted also by Gunnelson et al [1]. This bias declines ;n July, 
August and September. To gauge the accuracy of the forecasts for 
economic evaluation of alternative systems, we also derived the 
* Given to ECON on February 12, 1976 by USDA/SRS from their files to use as 
source data in evaluation of SRS forecast accuracy. 
Table A.2.5 
U. S. ALL ::;lEAT PRGDUCTIOiJ 
CO:·~?AR!Sm~ O~ FO~ECAST Arm PERCEf'~T OF FH!AL ESTIMATES 
Jur.e 1 Jul y 1 · '/\uC'lJst 1 : Sq~t2rr:ber i . Octob2r 1 . 
Year :-2uslie"ls : % OT Bushels : % of · Bu~!",,':is . :r; "r : Bu:;fieh; : % of : Bu~i;~ ': s : %-01-- Final Esti~3te$ • ~.a,," • OJ 
Final Final : Final : Final Fin~l 
(hi fi ions of Sushc 1 s) 
1953 1.133 96.5 1 .175 100.1 1,203 102.5 1,169 99.7 1 ~ 163 99.2 1 ,173 
1954 1.CCO 101.6 983 100.4 978 99.4 962 97.8 S59 97.5 934 
1955 e~5 90.2 850 91.8 91i 97.2 917 97.8 915 97.7 937 
1°;:;: ~wOJ 923 91.3 922 91.7 939 93.4 967 96. 1 976 97.0 1 ,005 
1957 971 101 .5 940 98.4 915 95.7 923 95.6 927 97.0 956 
1958 1 .271 87.2 1,343 92.2 1 ,421 97.5 1 ,446 99.2 1 ,449 99.5 1 ,457 
19:9 1 ,'i 02 105.7 1 ,155 103.3 . 1 ,119 1 OJ.1 1 ,115 99.9 1 ,117 100.0 1 ,11 S 
11~~a ' 1.271 93.8 1.347 99.5 1 ,352 100.5 1 ,358 101.0 1,353 101.0 1 ,355 
i 951 1,3·n 109.0 1 ,259 102.2 1 .204 97.7 1 ,210 98.2 1 ;211 93.3 1 ,232 
iSC2 1 ,058 95.9 1 ,050 96·.1 1.053 97.3 1 ,095 100.4 1,095 100.3 1,C92 
lSS3 1,08·1 94.5 1 ,111 96.8 1 ,151 100.3 1 ,134 98.9 1 ,133 S8.8 1.1:;7 
19E·+ 1 ,213 94.5 1 ,275 99.4 1 ,235 100.1 1 ,290 100.5 1 ,286 100.2 1 ,263 
1965 1 ,281 97.5 1 ,354 102.9 1 ,375 104.6 1,358 103.2 1 ,354 102.9 1 ,3; 6 
lSS5 1 ,235 94.5 1 ,24·0 95.0 1,285 98.6 1 ,29S 99.3 1 ,296 99.3 1 'jr.:; ,..., ~ oJ 
'C~'" 
• ..-<oJ1 1,55:) 102.8 .. r<.:r I ,:):;0 105.9 1,Si"i ·100.2 1 ,5·13 102.4 1 ,554- 103.1 1 .503 
i968· 1 ,583 102.0 1,GeS 103.2 1,597 102.6 1,S9a 102.6 1 .557 
j3~9 1 ,~25 93.8 1 ,459 101. 1 1 ,457 101 .0 1,~56 100.9 1 ,t.:'3 
i970 1 ,349 99.8 1 ,357 100.4 1 ,360 100.6 1 ,360 100.6 1 ,352 
1971 . - 1 ,548 95.7 1 ,601 98.9 1 ,625 100 .4 1,628 100.6 1 ,6,8 . 
1972 i ,551 100.4 1 ,543 99.9 .1 ,560 101.0 1 ,559 100.9 1 ,545 
1;73 1,749 102.6 1,717 100.7 1 )727 101. 3 1,727 101. 3 1,705 
1974 1,925 107.2 1,840 102.5 1 ,7S2 99.8 1,781 99.2 1 ,796. 
1975 2,187 102.5 2.141 100.3 2,136 100.1 2.138 100.2 2,134 
--' 
--' 
of::> 
Table A2.6 Forecast Error Analysis for United States All 
Wheat Production 
Month of Forecast Mean Error in Standard Error (l-Sigma) 
Percent Deviation (%) of Forecasts in Percent 
June -1.B1 7.30 
July 0.27 3.58 
August 0.40 1. 93 
September 0.64 1.35 
October 0.66 1.43 
Source: ECO;J calculations based on USDA/SRS forecast summaries. 
L--____ 
----
--' 
--' 
U1 
l-sigma values shown in Table A2.6. For the years 1960 to 1974 the 
l-sigma percentage error in United States all wheat production fore-
casts declined from about 7 percent in June to about 2 percent in 
September, with only a slight further improvement in the October 
revision. 
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Note that the Warren results [3] for 1966 to 1975 show a moderate 
improvement in the August and September forecasts when compared with our 
analysis of the 1960 to 1974 crop years, which probably reflects improve-
ments in the SRS data processing and analysis between 1960 and 1974. 
Nevertheless, the overall picture presented by Warren is the same as ours, 
and the tools of analysis are similar. (We prefer the standard error of 
percentage deviations where Warren uses the coefficient of variation.) 
In order to achieve the required form of input to the ECON 
economic models, it is necessary to have an accuracy level for twelve 
months of the year. Accordingly we have made the following two assump-
tions: 
1. The market behaves as if it knows precisely the latest published 
forecast until a new forecast is published. Thus, forecasts 
may be "continued" through months ",here no new forecast is 
published. 
2. In May, before the June forecast is available, the market can 
"anticipate" the production forecasting process by using the 
extrapolated trend value. For this purpose, a three-year 
moving average of final estimates is found to be suitable. 
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A2.4 Accuracy of Foreign Wheat Production Forecasts 
The agricultural statistics from other countries vary enormously 
in quality, timeliness and comprehensiveness. In many cases they 
are not based on scientific sampling and measurement procedures and 
so cannot easily be considered in the same framework of error analysis 
applied to the United States. Furthermore, there does not appear 
to exist any reliable measure of the accuracy of most foreign crop 
survey statistics since it is hard to determine the true crop 
production even long after the event. To make matters worse, the 
deliberate falsification of publicly released crop production 
figures by some governments is strongly indicated. 
Crop production forecast accuracies for individual countries 
and regions were calculated using FAD final harvest fi~ures and a 
mixture of official and naive crop forecasts. The FAD final "harvest 
figures typically are reported two to three years after the harvest. 
Using these "final" figures as the actual productions quantity, the 
standard deviations of the forecast and revision "errors" were cal-
culated. Specifically, standard errors were calculated for each 
country for eleven months prior to harvest completion, the months 
in which the harvest was completed and for twelve months after the 
harvest was completed. These data were then reduced to a single crop 
year. This was done using the 1960 to 1974 FAO Production Yearbook 
and Commonwealth Secretariat's Grain Bulletin wheat data. 
The production forecast figures consist of official forecasts 
and naive forecasts. The official forecasts are those made by 
official agencies, departments or institutions in each country or 
region. Often these forecasts are made in the harvest month. 
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However, the marketplace does not have the luxury of ignoring the 
likely or possible outcome prior to harvest. In order to fill 
the information void, "naive" crop forecasts were constructed 
for those months prior to harvest and in which official forecasts 
are not made. The naive forecasts were constructed using the five-
year moving average of past crop forecasts. This mechanism was 
used for two reasons. First, it uses data available to the market-
place; second, it tends to average out extreme harvests. Suprisingly, 
these forecasts) on average, are more accurate than the first official 
forecast for many countries and are not far off from the first 
official forecast in any country except those few where the fore-
cast is made in the harvest month. 
Insofar as the world market for wheat exhibits relatively 
free trade, it is the world production and its forecasts that are 
of ultimate economic concern. The world production and its fore-
casts of course are made up of individual country productions and 
their forecasts. This study uses the eleven major wheat producing 
countries* for which monthly production forecasts are published on 
a fairly consistent basis in the Grain Bulletin. The aggregate 
production of the ten non-U.S. countries represents about 70 percent 
of non-U.S. world wheat production. 
The forecasts for these ten countries were combined after filling 
in the gaps,** and then the aggregated production figures were 
*U_S.A., U.S.S.R., Canada, Argentina, India, Spain, France, Italy, 
U.K., Australia and South Africa. 
**By the continuation method described in Section A2.3. 
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inflated to 100 percent of non-U.S. world wheat. The source data are shown 
in Table A2.7 in millions of metric tons annually and in Table A2.8 in units 
of percentage of final revised estimates. As a convenient shorthand we will 
refer to the aggregated forecasts from the ten non-U.S. wheat-producing 
countries as the IIRest of the World. 1I 
The IIforecasts li in Table A2.7 are not really forecasts in the usual 
sense of the word. They represent our estimates of what the market agents 
knew about the new wheat crop in each month of the period 1960 to 1974 based 
upon published forecast information and past experience. We ~alculated the 
forecast error mean and standard error of forecasts by subtracting the final 
production from each forecast figure and then calculating the sample mean 
and standard deviation of the differences. These results are shown in 
Table A2.9. 
The LACIE Project Office in USDA's Foreign Agricultural Service is cur-
rently preparing a review and analysis of the accuracy of various USDA wheat 
* forecasts for six of the seven foreign LACIE countries. The purposes of 
this study [7J are to determine: 
1. In which countries and for what periods of time did the USDA sys-
tem perform at least as well as the LACIE goals (i.e., 90 percent 
probability of 90 percent or better accuracy of production esti-
mates at harvest)? 
2. What were the relative sizes of the area and yield components of 
the production forecast mean square errors in each country? 
Table A2.l0 summarizes the preliminary results of the study expressed 
in terms of the probability of achieving 90 percent or better accuracy at 
six times of year related to the stages of crop development. These stages 
* Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, India and the Soviet Union. It 
was necessary to omit Peop1e ' s Republic of China due to lack of reliable 
data on wheat production in China. 
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I Table A2.9 Forecast Error Analysis for Rest of the World 
Change (%) Absolute (%) 
Month Mean Std. Error Mean Std. Error 
May -0.26 1. 12 3.59 9.84 
June -0.53 1. 19 3.85 9.97 
July -0.56 1. 29 4.38 9.74 
August -1.52 3.67 4.94 10.20 
September 0.32 1.17 6.46 9.52 
October -0.57 2.12 6.14 9.53 
November -0.96 2.37 6.71 9.56 
December 0.12 1.29 7.66 8.82 
January -0.26 0.73 7.54 8.54 
February 0.37 1. 61 7.80 8.78 
March -1.56 5.86 7.43 8.43 
Apri 1 8.99 7.30 8.99 7.30 
occur in different months according to the latitude of the crop growing area. 
Referring to the wheat production estimates only, it is apparent from the 
table that only Canada comes up to the 90/90 at-harvest LACIE goals (although 
Australia does achieve better than 90/90 after harvest). Furthermore, some 
countries, such as Brazil and U.S.S.R., show very poorly at harvest, and even 
after harvest. In the case of the U.S.S.R., the USDA statistics on Area to 
be Harvested for Wheat are extremely good at all times after planting, thus 
indicating that major improvements would have to be made in the yield compo-
nent. Unfortunately, the analysis of Russian wheat forecasts is based on 
data from only the three years 1973-1975, since the inception of the FAS/ERS 
Task Force. Another cautionary point is in order: A strong linear time 
. trend has existed over the past ten years for the area of spring wheat (about 
two-thirds of total wheat area in U.S.S.R.). When this trend breaks, as it 
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Table A2.10 Relative Quality of USDA Wheat Estimates (1966-1975) 
by Time in Growing Season for Six LACIE Foreign Countries 
(percent probability of 90% or better accuracy) 
Pre- Post- Mid- pre- At After 
Country Planting Emergence Season Haryest Harvest Harvest 
1. Production 
Argentina 44 33 
Australia 25 30 74 81 99 
Brazil 5 8 31 31 54 
Canada 26 45 94 56 
India 56 64 88 
USSR 23 27 31 34 65 
2. Area to be Harvested 
Argentina 88 98 94 
Australia 79 84 98 
Brazil 21 31 48 44 40 . 
Canada 51 96 99.9 
India 71 89 84 93 
USSR 97.1 97.4 97.7 99.9 99.9 
3. Probable Yield 
Argentina 69 41 92 
Australia 28 68 94 99.7 
Brazil 81 12 33 38 49 
Canada 52 64 99 80 
India 71 76 83 97 
USSR 21 22 22 31 65 
Source: LACIE Project Office draft report, February 1977 [7]. 
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surely will at some point in the future, forecasting spring wheat area to 
be harvested in the U.S.S.R. will not be such an easy task. 
Aggregation of the LACIE forecasts of wheat production for these six 
countries to a R.O.W. total wheat supply estimate will result in a less 
satisfactory set of statistics for input to the benefit model than those 
which we have used in Chapter 2 because there are less countries. For the 
sake of comparison, we show in Table A2.1l the aggregated R.O.W. supply 
estimates based on the six LACIE countries analyzed in [7J and the corre-
sponding mean error and standard error of percentage deviations of the fore-
casts from the final estimates. We have used the same method of filling 
out the table as we used earlier with the Grain Bulletin Statistics. 
Table A2.11 R.O.W. Wheat Supply Estimates and Statistics Based on 125 
lACIE Project Office Data for 1966-1975 (millions of 
metric tons) 
June July Aug Sept Oct Nov. 
1966 106.46 106.46 108.19 112.06 112.06 141.25 
1967 152.97 151. 14 152.52 144.91 144.91 119.86 
1968 142. 13 143. 18 146.51 143.80 143.80 129.26 
1969 140.81 142.74 144.62 144.29 144.29 144.31 
1970 135.08 135. 11 134.47 115.14 115. 14 115.37 
1971 142.77 139.58 141.74 119.54 119.54 121.38 
1972 146.09 145.68 147.51 115.42 115.42 116.24 
1973 143.09 146.98 158.05 156.06 156.06 166.84 
1974 161. 99 165.93 162.72 151. 26 151 .26 153.32 
1975 156. 12 153. 14 143.25 144.06 144.06 135.90 
Mean{%) 0.69 0.80 1. 27 -5.26 -5.26 -6.07 
Std. 
Error 17.44 17. 12 15.53 16.30 ,16.30 11. 41 {%} 
Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Final 
1966 141. 25 141.13 139.78 139.78 139.78 139.78 152.97 
1967 119.86 119.76 118.28 118.28 118.28 118.28 120.45 
1968 129.26 129.01 126.83 126.83 126.83 126.83 149.02 
1969 144.31 143.57 148.70 148.70 148.70 148.70 135.78 
1970 115.37 116.05 115.44 . 115.44 115.44 115.94 143.51 
1971 121.38 121.66 120.46 120.46 120.46 120.46 153.42 
1972 116.24 115.97 116.95 116.95 116.95 117.95 141.10 
1973 166.84 166.64 169.33 169.33 169.33 169. 13 171. 15 
1974 153.32 154.02 151. 77 151. 77 151.77 148.27 139.07 
1975 135.90 136.00 135.66 135.66 135.66 138.21 129.63 
Mean(%) -6.07 -6.07 -6.12 -6.12 -6. 12 -6.08 * 
Std. 
Error 11. 41 11.38 11.82 11.82 11.82 11.59 * (%) 
Source: ECON calculations based on LACIE Project Office/FAS data in [7] 
for Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, India and Soviet Union. 
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APPE~PIX A3 FORECAST DATA FROM THE GRAIN BULLETIN 
In order to prepare the statistical description of the current informa-
tion system given in Chapter 2, it was necessary to obtain historical time 
series of wheat production forecasts for the period 1960 to 1974. This data 
was obtained by ECON from 180 monthly issues of GRAIN BULLETIN pablished by 
Commonwealth Secretariat in London, U.K. On the basis of their regular ap-
pearance in this publication, ten foreign countries were selected to form a 
database for Rest of the World production forecasts: 
U.S.S.R., Argentina, Spain, Canada, India, United Kingdom, South 
Africa, France, Australia and Italy. 
Other countries, such as Brazil, Turkey and China, which we would have liked 
to include, were not represented sufficiently often in Grain Bulletin. The 
total average wheat production in the ten countries constituted about 70 
percent of the Rest of the World production for 1960 to 1976. 
As described in Appendix A2, the initial forecasts were calculated by 
ECON from five-year moving averages of the final estimates in previous years. 
Also forecasts, once published, were ~ontinued in subsequent months if a new 
forecast was not published in those months. This was the method used to 
generate a complete set of monthly IIforecasts ll for 1960 to 1974, which was 
required by the economic models. 
The final estimates of national wheat production for any particular 
crop year vary slightly between different publications by USDA/FAS, the 
United Nations' Food and Agriculture Organization, the Commonwealth Secre-
tariat and other official agencies concerned with grain production statis-
tics. Sometimes these estimates vary between different issues of the same 
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publications, and even between contemporaneous documents of one and the same 
organization. Table A3.1 presents a comparison of selected Canadian wheat 
production final estimates for 1960 to 1976 from three USDA sources, one 
United Nations source and one previous ECON study. While agreement is good 
in all years except 1973 and 1974 (revisions may still be occurring in these 
recent statistics), there clearly are slight differences scattered through-
out the table. Canada was not chosen to emphasize these differences; on the 
contrary, some much larger discrepancies can be expected in the case of 
nations which present a "more difficult" estimation task than Canada. For 
the purposes of this study, however, it will be seen that reasonable choices 
between alternative estimates of the same production figure have been made. 
Table A3.1 Comparison of Various Final Estimates of 
Canadian Wheat Production 
(1) (2) (3) (4) {S} 
FAS- FAS USDA United Nations ECON Report 
Crop OMB Baseline Circular ERS/FAS FAO 1969 No. 76-122-13 
Year Record l No. M-249 2 Grain Database Production January 1976~ 
(7/28/76) F ebrua ry 1973 (7/12/76)' Yearbook (divided by 1,43)5 
(in millions of metric tons) 
1960 14.108 14.126 
1961 7.713 7.692 
1962 15.392 15.385 
1963 19.689 19.720 
1964 16.341 16.349 16.294 
1965 17.674 17.674 17.692 
1966 22.516 22.516 22.516 22.517 
1967 16.137 16.137 16.137 16.084 
1968 17.688 17.685 17 .688 17.686 17.692 
1969 18.367 18.623 18.265 18.601 
1970 9.024 9.024 9.025 9.021 
1971 14.412 14.412 14.412 14.406 
1972 14.514 14.412 14.476 
1973 16.519 14.512 16.503 
1974 13.295 16.159 14.266 
!!9'!~~: 
·"Statistics Canada Final Estimiltes," according to the FAS unpublished document: "Comparison 
of Wheat Forecasts With Final Estimates: 1966-1975." 
2"Trends in World Grain Production: 1960 to 1972." 
3As quoted by Kenneth R. Farrell, Dep. Adm. of ERS in Table A.5 of USDA/ERS Report to Mr. Charles 
Miller, Office of Management and Budget, dated 10/26/76. 
"The January 1976 ECON Report erroneously scaled all national fOl'eign production fi!Jures up by 
1.43; helice, lhe correction in this lable. 
"Based on 1960 t.hrouyh 1976 FAD Production Yearbooks. --' 
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Historical Forecasts (From Grain Bulletin) Canada 
(millions of metric tons) 
\'EfIR t'IA\' ,JUHE ,JPLY FlUe; ~:;EPT 
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11:"6~::' 1 E:. ';::'(1 1:::. ~;:-(1 . 1 :;::" ?I) 1 ::: .. 70 14. 'jt1 
1·~,5::: 1 ::: II :::[1 1 ::: II ::: t3 1. ::! u ::: (1 1:3 II :::[1 17. 7£1 
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Historical Forecasts (From Gr"in Bulletin) Australia 
(millions of metric tons) 
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